


No* 716
Westland-Sikorsky Helicopter

Length overall 31 in. 2/4

No. 131
Cadillac Eldorado Tourer

Length 4ft in, 4/6

No, 455
Trojan 15-cwt. Van

BROOKE BOND TEA'
Length 3 1 in. 2/9

No. 670
Armoured Car
Length 2| in. 1/3

No. 735 ^
Gloscer Javelin Delta Wing

Wine Span j^^ 3f irt. 2
Fi

6

No, 106
Austin Atlantic Convertible

Length 3| in. 3/3

Tanker
No, 443

"NATIONAL BEN
Length 4| in. 2 11

No, 621
3-ton Army Wagon
Length 4k in. 5/3

No. 164
Vauxhall Cresta Saloon

Length 3ft in. 3/-

No. 190
Caravan

Length 4| in. (including towbar) 3/11

MADE IN ENGLAND BY MECCANO LTDH BINNS ROAD, LIVERPOOL 13

Prices includt Purchase Tax
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How much better it is to make your own toys! Make
them as you want them, and make them work,

Make them with Meccano. When youVe made
and played with one model, you can take

it to pieces and build another with the same
. Meccano grows in interest as

you keep adding to your stock of gears,

wheels, girders and strips as time

oes on
with the Boy,

MADE IN ENGLAND BY

MECCANO LIMITED,

BtNNS ROAD. LIVERPOOL 13
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No. Standard Set

No. 1 Standard Set

No. 2 Standard Set

No. 3 Standard Set

No. 4 Standard Set

14/

21/

31/6

52/3

99/3

No. OX Converting Set 7/-

No. 1X Converting Set 10/6

No. 2X Converting Set

No. 3X Converting Set

21/

47/

OBTAINABLE FROM
LEADING STORES AND TOY SPECIALISTS

Manufactured by

PLIMPTON ENGINEERING CO. LTD., LIVERPOOL
CVS-52
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SA19

What's missing from thisThames Police launch? Something that's

wanted when it's dark! Every police launch needs one— just as

every cycle needs a Sturmey-Archer'Dynohub'.With a 'Dynohub*

to lightyour way there's nothing to slow you down. Why? Because

the 'Dynohub' is built into the wheel. There's no friction or drag

it's the modern method of lighting. To save weighs some cycles

are fitted with a 'Dynohub* and a famous Sturmey-Archer Gear in

one unit. Ask your cycle dealer about the 'Dynohub*. He'll tell you,

too, that to be fully equipped, you must have one for jw^r cycle!

*3UUSIW SJDlfJ U{SlJipAVdS dtfj S
(
2l— ll{Su Bd/lOJ^

Every ycle needs

Hub Lighting Set
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The Smiths cycle speedometer looks good
your friends will croud round 10 admire

il on your bicycle. The Dc Luxe Model costs

49/6; and there's a Standard Modet at 38 6,

Smiths eyefc speedometer tells you
your speed accurately up to 40 m.p.h, and

records distance up to 10. miles. Take
one look at this smart Smiths cycle spcedo-

and you'll know you must have

one! You can get it at all branches of

Hal fords and most other good cycle stores.

speedometer from

SMITHS
MOTOR ACCESSORY

Sates and Service

:

SO Oxgate Lane, London N.W.2.

'

and

combined in

.s.

The FOUDROYANT is one of the very few survhing frigates of the Royal Navy,

She lies just inside the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour amid the hum and hustle of modem naval

ailing

l\

development.

The week's course includes ihc handling of boats under oart
sail and power; swimming;

and all things pertaining to life in a sailing ship.

Visits to modern warships and to the Old Victory are arranged; and trips are made to Spithcad,

the Solent and the Isle of Wight in the ship's launch*

A memorable and valuable holiday, in an atmosphere where the past is linked to the present and
the future. The charge for individuals is 11 per week. Week-end and other shorter visits can
be arranged.

Applications for bookings and other enquiries should
T.S* Foudroyant, Gosport, Hants* (Tel, Gosport 88700).

be made to The < aptain-Superintendent,
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arrived

Lockheed F94C Starfire Interceptor 6/11

An exact plaMic model coaled

from odicial blueprint*.

>o real vou can almost hear

the -(Team of the jet> and the

fYthfU of the rockets as it

Mazes the sky. If s fun to

a*.-emblc. exciting to own and

icrlcti to the ver\ last detail.
I

This Lockheed Starfire can

lie yours today !

—..-w
. . V-i

Planes cars
-.'.

You cart build them all -
and more — in the worhf
famous, easy to assemble
Revell range of model kits.

Ash for Revell wherever
fine bobtiy kits are wld 4
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The

1958

1st PRIZE £21.0.0. (Syrian National Club)

Samir S. Faris, P.O. Box 655, Accra, GHANA.

2nd Prize £10 10s. Od. 3rd Prize £5 Ss. Od

Michael Kruszynski, 7 Wentworth
Street, Huddersfield, YORK5.

Anthony A, Lamm, 16 Dellcroft Way,

Harpenden, HERTS.

BRICKPLAYER BRICK AND MORTAR BUILDING KIT enables you to build Houses,

Inns, Railway Stations, Signal Boxes, or from your own imagination. All railway models

will fit 'O* gauge scale. Buildings can be permanent or dismantled by merely soaking

in water and the bricks used again and again.

BRICKPLAYER KIT 3 27/6 KIT 4 51/6 FARM KIT 63/

At good toyshops* hobby shops and departmental stores. If your dealer cannot supply, write for address of nearest stockist to

J. W. SPEAR & SONS LTD. (Dept. M) ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

Build your own GAUGE
from parts designed to give years of service

way track
for indoor or outdoor use

TRACK PART SETS T
I

EASY TO MAKE
|

To Make 18 ft.

Set "A" Sceel

I RAIL in 36 in. Lengths
j

45/6

Set "B" Brass

Brass .. 17/f Dozen
J

Steel .

,

Postage for f Dozen 1/9

56/4

Set "A/E" for 3-Rail Electric

Set "B/E" for 3-Rail Electric
f 57/6

68/3

Postage 3/3

ITS NOT TOO

SOON TO START

MAKING AN

OUTDOOR LINE

POINT PARTS
Complete Sets with Finished

Frog and Point Blades

Brass or Steel 19/4

Postage 1/2

Point Blades and Frogs only

«/ Postage If

State left or right hand required

ROBUST IN SERVICE

POINT
LEVER

Chairs

4/3 Postage 5d. I

.. 5/6 per 100

Sleepers 5/9 per 100
I

| Spikes . . 8d. for 500 |

TRACK GAUGE 2 3

I

I

I

Fishplates t/1 per doz. I

Battens 12/ per doz
I

CHAIR
FIXING JIG

A very useful

aid to track

bu'lding.

Price 3 10

Send for 56 page (p/us supplement) model Railway Catalogue, 2/

18 KINGSWELL STREET, NORTHAMPTON

London:
112 High Holborn, W.C.I

Manchester:
28 Corporation Street, 4
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See for yourself what Ilford

films will do for your camera.

Millions of happy snappers

have proved to themselves that

Ilford films make all pictures

better and good pictures

brilliant. So whatever make

your camera is, give it a chance

to

do

what it can really

ask for Ilford films and

be happy with every snap.

CARRY A CAMERA AND TAKE FACES AND PLACES
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Don't be content just

to read about exciting places in Meccano Magazine—get out on the

adventure trail and see them for yourself. Near many famous places,

buildings and engineering wonders there are youth hostels where

boys and girls can stay the night for only l,v. 6d. if under 16 years or

3s t if 16 and oven Three-course supper and three-course breakfast

costs only 2s, 6d. each, or you can use the members' kitchen for 3d.

and cook your own food. Some hostels themselves are exciting places

old water mills, mansions, a there are even

in a former lifeboat house and in a disused Railway Station.
i

Find

how
re Trail

see tow
yourself

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

I

I To Y.1I.A,, Trevely:in House, St. Albans, Herts, MM58/3

Please send me "Going Places** and derails of Y.H.A* members

Name

Address

« » * # - # § * % m

CAREERS IN PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
Chemists and Physicists are normally recruited to the Company's Staff direct from the University,

However, in a limited number of cases, the Company is willing to help those not going to a University

but who have a good "G.C.E." lo become qualified Physicists or Chemists by means of Apprenticeship.

Apprenticeships in Applied Physics are designed to give practical training in development work concerned

with electronic valves, such as ignitrons, thyrairons, and magnetrons; with insulations; with lamp research;

with semi-conductors; and with many entirely new materials.

Apprenticeships in Chemistry offer training and experience in the analysts of a wide variety or ferrous,

non-ferrous and organic materials.

gral part of the course normally leads to the Higher National

few suitably qualified Students in Applied Physics (Advanced
The parallel academic training which is an inte

Certificate in Applied Physics or Chemistry. A . . . .

level G.C.E,) may follow a Sandwich Course operated in conjunction with the Northampton Polytechnic

( London) in order to satisfy the academic requirements of the Institute of Physics.

Visits to the Laboratories where most of the practical training is given are welcome- by prior appi>iniment.

Similar training schemes are available in Engineering.

1958, should apply for full particulars mentioning thisProspective candidates for entry in Se

publication to:

The Manager, Education Department (M),

the BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO. LTD.,

\n A.E.I. Company.

RUGBY
A5247N
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We dropped your Triumph from a helicopter!

We took a Triumph up to 150 feet by heli- 1 Your Triumph is the world's most tested
copter, then dropped it on to the frost-hard

round. Crazy ? Not at all—we just wanted
to test the bottom bracket. Afterwards we

bicycle. This helicopter test is just one way of

proving how tough your Triumph is—that you
can depend on it to take all the punishment you

took the bike back to the laboratory and took give it. Speed, looks, safety, reliability—all you
a good look at the bracket. We found the fall want from a bike you get from a Triumph. It*s

hadn't done it a scrap of damage. a scientific bicycle for a scientific age

PALM BEACH
Lightweight TourJst; Carmine or

j £ I DEPOSIT and 38 weekly
Elcctrie Blue finish, 19*", 2 1 ",23"

frame. Dunlop 'White Sprite' tyres,

"Airseal
1

tubes, white celluloid

mudguards. £18*1 1 «6 incl. P.T*

payments of I I /3

Indispensable extras : Sturmey-Archer_ _
3-speecf gear £2*7.7, Sturmey-Archer

'DynehutV hob lighting £2.18.9

The

has science

T15 A PRODUCT OF RALEIGH INDUSTRIES LIMITED, NOTTINGHAM
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This model farm

less 2'6

It was made from a half-crown tin of San key's

PYRUMA—farmhouse, barn, implement shed,

walls and gate—and there was still plenty of this

grand modelling material left to build many more
farm features, by simple methods described in the

Instruction Book (see Coupon below).

PYRUMA. plastic and ready*for-use, becomes stone

hard after drying or baking, and can be painted In

natural colours. For permanent modellin

JUAKE IT AND BAKE IT IN
*

Obtainable from your local Ironmonger or Hardware-
man and many Art Material dealers. Ideal for making

Model Railwa
Har

Buildings and Acces-
sories. narDours. Ship Models*
Airport Buildings and Features.
Houses. Bookends. Ashtrays. Animals
and Figures. Plaques, etc.

Post this Coupon today for your Instruction Book.

CUT OFF HERE

TO J.HSANKEY& SON.L
Established over a century

Dept. M., Ilford, Essex
Please send ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTION BOOK

with full colour pages, on Pyrumo Modelling,

Enclosed Postal Order value id, (not stamps)

NAME i *

ADDRESS

EACH

You can Dismantle if—Just tike

the real thing! Made up from 65
standardised parts-

all replaceable.

Shaft drive. Universal coupling. Ackcrmann-type
Steering. Floating rear bogie. Rubber lyres.

Powerful Spring Drive. Comes ready assembled.

Length: 14 in.

Height: 4 in.

ASK YOUR DEALER
TO SHOW
YOU THESE
WONDERFUL
MODELS!

DYSON 8-TON
TRAILER

Attaches to rear of the

FODEN LORRY. And
dismantles in the |QIQ
same manner

EACH

ABBEY-CORINTHIAN GAMES CO.
LONDON S. W. 1

IN STYLE
You'd be proud to

a Cadet it's the tic

box cameras.

own
in

Call at your
dealers and see

photo
it.

You can afford it too.

Write for your copy of
"PHOTOGRAPHY IS FUN

LIMITED
DEPT 2B„ SUMMER LANE

BIRMINGHAM If

If you
use a bike .

.

, . you need a Benelux
Mk, 7 gear. It's a must on
your new machine —
and can be easily fitted

to your existing model

Available in 3, 4, or 5

speeds. When sending

for details please men-
tion the Meccano Maga-
zine*

CYCLOGEARCo.Ud.
Aston, Birmingham 6
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TRI-ANG
HEALEY SPORTS

Accurate scale model in tough
moulded plastic, with a sturdy
electric motor. Driven by two
U11 batteries t It has forward,
neutral and reverse geors, is

guided by steering wheeL
Fittings include thick rubber

tyres, chromed bumpers
and radiator; in authentic

colours. Length 8 in.

TRI-ANG MINIC
M.G, SERIES M.G.A.

Streamlined car in strongly

moulded plastic, with powerful
battery driven motor. Forward,

neutral and reverse gears selected

by central lever, direct steering.

In authentic colours with chrome
fittings and rubber tyres.

Length 8 in.

See these superb models at your Local dealers
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Now an in the

new
m

series

(Steel

Two of the new Super Dewit

Open Wagons are included in

the train above together with

an $D6 Bulk Grain Wagon.

high-quality moulded bodywork
die-cast metal underframe. It represents

a B.R, Standard open wagon of welded

steel construction, and the clean lines

and plain fittings characteristic of the

original are reproduced exactly. It has

accurately - moulded, smooth - running

spoked wheels.

3£ in, U.K. Prices 4/6
(inc. Tax)

Made and Guaranteed by

Meccano Ltd., Binni Road, Liverpool



Next Month: GLASGOW'S TRANSPORT STORY,

Editorial Office

Bmns Road
Liverpool 13

England
EDITOR FRANK RILEY, B.Sc

Vol. XL

No. 5

Ma/ 1958

Mixe Gri

Let us start with the cover. For this vou after all it gone. \n even sadder
will see that 1 have gone to Australia It

presents a scene at Circular (,)uay, Sydney,
of the wonderfulon the southern

harbour and in the
shadow of the famous
arched bridge Tin-

cover 1 owe to Mr. J.
London.

Next I come to the
locomotive that I

showed you in my
last month,

prospect to me is the impending end of the
first commercial steam railway in the world.

It is the line built in 1758, to take coal from

as it

ect for the long
i rtide on page 222 of

this issue. I told you
about itsomething

last mouth, and will

add that the
to which

belongs is known as
the Raven At Ian tics,

after Sir Vincent
Raven, as he after-

wards became, who
designed them,
were built in

and the years
following, and for

I lood tide on the Kariba Road Bridge. Neat this point on the Zambesi River, in

the Kariba Gorge, a gigantic hydro-electric power scheme to be described in next
month's "MM." Is being carried out.their time they were

remarkable engines
well worth recalling. I have often wondered a colliery at Middleton into Leeds, on which
if the Raven, or Z Atlantics, to give them
their N.K.R. would not have

steam locomotives began to run in IS 12.

The oriein.il locomotives, which were the

been accorded greater admiration if their

had taken them to theregular
I nidon area.

tn t with two c\

w

It would be quite easy to compile a Ion
list of railway features that have been
brought to an end within recent times. The
Bluebell Line is one of them. The story of

how it was saved for a time was told in the
November 1956 issue of the M.M ., and now

ers, had lushed
s on one side that ran in a rack

alongside the track to give adhesion.

This historic line will almost certainly

close within the next twelve months or so.
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Spotting at

By John W. R. Taylor

TN many respects this should be (he best- three generations will be seen; and a quick

1 ever summer for M.M. readers who like

going to London Airport, or any other large

There

glance through the list of regular v

to London this summer should be sufficient

aerodrome, to look at aeroplanes to persuade thousands of youngst and

will be more air liners to spot,

a larger number of airlines than ever before. one morning
mgiug to their Dads—to set out for the Airport early

' armc:d with binoculars,

They may even include Tu-104 jet-liners or

turboprop 11-18's from Russia before the

end of the summer.

camera and notebook.
Twelve months ago, in addition to

B.O.A.C B.I-:.A and the

Variety is the life-blood of any spotting
aircraft

British

30

hobbv, and that IS w hy
are so much more fortunate

spo
than their

independent companies, there were
overseas airlines serving this country.

Together they operated -otue 664 aircraft

friends who studv trains or buses. Seven on scheduled "*tvices to Britain, made up

vears ago, all the passenger-carrying aircra it of Boeing Stratocruisers, Con v air-liners, the

at London Airport were piston-engined. Douglas DC -3, DC-4, DC-6 and DC-7

Today, a large proportion are powered b\ families. Lockheed Constellations
Constellations

Super
and

5 1 a r 1 in e r s , and
Vickers Vikings and
Viscounts.

This year, the
number of airlines is

expected to increase

to at least 37, the
newcomers being
Czech Airlines
(C.S.A.). Polish
Airlines (L.O.T.),
East African Air-

wavs. West African
W

Airways and, if all

goes well, Austrian
Airlines, Misrair of

Egypt, and Aeroflot

of Russia. In
addition, Olympic
A trways, con tro 1 led

by Mr. Onassis
shipowner, have
taken ovei from

The British Europeanfrom the roof gardens of London Airport Central.

Airways air liners are lined up on the tarmac. Illustration by courtesy of B.E.A,

X a t i o n a 1 Greek
Airlines (T.A.E.);
and there is a whole
host of foreign

tu . Within another seven years, independent companies whose aircraft visit

at least half the machines on the parking Britain on charter operations. They include

apron will pro \ be h \ i no BOO m.p.h. the U.S., Slick \irways and Hying Tiger

sweptwing jets, bringing New York within Line, whose freighters add a splash of

six hours of London and Melbourne within unfamiliar colour to the parking areas of

29 luiurs. By
change and progress in

comparison,
other

the rate of London Airport North.

forms of The of those 37 major overseas

transport has been very slow. operators total 774 aircraft, counting onlv

During next vear or two, while the machines likely to be seen regularly in this

aircraft of allmes are re-equipping country excluding Aeroflot. All that
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we know about the latter at the moment is now paint the roof of the flight deck of their
that the Russians would like to operate Viscounts white instead of the former dark
over th v Moscow-London route with green, and Pan American have
Tu-104 jet-liners, which would make their completely revised their markings, so that
services much faster than those by B.E.A.s they now have the letters "PAN AM"
Viscounts. Unfortunately, the Tu-104 may painted on a symbolic globe on tin- fin.

be too noisy for regular take-offs and
landings at British

airports, unless its

So much for types of aircraft and the

14, lb. thrust

AM-3 turbojetsean
be fitted with
silencers. If it is

banned
«

Aeroflot

will probably use
their fine new 11-18

.Moscow tu
air liners instead,

which will be even
more interesting

as this type has not
yet been seen
outside Russia.

Nor is it the only
new type that will

visit London Air-

port in the near
future.

Czech and Polish

Airlines are coming Lockheed Starltner

over regularly wit li

versions of the
Russian twin-engined Ilyushin 11-12 and
11-14, which are in much the same class as

the long-range development of the Super Constellation. Illustration
by courtesy of Trans World Airlines Inc., U,S.A.

nes that
chant" s will

them. What other
keen find at

the early Convair-liner; and the Israeli London Airport over the next few years?
airline El Al is operating Britannias on the This time the answer is less cheery,
transatlantic run. B.O.A.C. is due to get because it seems likely that eventually
the first of its Comet 4 s before the end of there will be fewer, than more

e year
certainlv

and Pan American will almost aeroplanes to spot. The reason is obvious
with the when we begin to study the new air liners,

mm m

because they are not only faster but larger

aircraft now in

begin regular flights

four-jet Itoeing 707 at about the same time.

Aer Lingus are also due to get the first of
Fokker Friendships this summer,their

than m com
As a result, un

will add
twin -turboprop
A

there Is a
interesting tremendous increase in the number of air

spotters' list. travellers, fewer aircraft will be needed to
next year we should bet in seeing the carry them.

splendid French Caravelle, with its rear-
mounted Avon turbojet

It is important to remember at this stage
that there is no such
Couvair-liner or Viscount to the enthusi; t.

Last year, some 7 million people
travelled on scheduled airline services all

over the World, excluding Russia
ing as a mere China. This represents a lot of flying,

the average air liner carried only
To him there are Convair-liner 240, 29 persons and cruised at onlv 200 m.p.h
Convair-liner 340 and Convair-liner 440 By comparison, the Viscount V.N06 carries
Metropolitan transports, each different from up to 70 passengers at 365 m.p.h., the
the other; and he notes carefully the Britannia up to 133 at 400 m.p.h., the
registration of every aeroplane he sees, so Comet 76 at 500 m.p.h., the Caravelle 80 at
that he can check that G-AOVI is one of 510 m.p.h. and the Boeing 707 up to 162 at
B.E.A/s new 365 m.p.h. Viscount V.SOG's 605 m.p.h. As a result, a single Boeing 707
and not an earlier, less powerful Viscount could do as much work in one day as about
V.701 orV.802.
He watches too for changes in

ten of the average air liners of 1957 with
their 29 ngers and

insignia; and can tell you that Aer Lingus 200 miles per hour.
cruising speed of
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To make matters worse, even if the the build-it -yourself iightplane movement
number of passengers continues to double
every five years, d mantling large Meets of

i^ growing rapidly in this country.
will alwayshi any case, airports I

aircraft, these may be made up of fewer exciting places How- could thev 1"

different types. Before the war the otherwise when one can have dinner will' i

German national airline Lufthansa flew person who breakfasted in New York and
1 ^„._1 l„_ ill :— *"-.-„ ,. 1 tl. T.,.,1 I...,,,!, *.;« r»il aI< nirrvr +Vm A 4-1 o n tir" ortt\

only aeroplanes built in Germany, and Air had lunch six miles over the Atlantic; and

prance used mainly French aircraft. Today, when we ran watch people of all

these airlines rely largely on machines and races disembarking from gleaming

produced in America and Britain, ;is do most silver air liners names stir tin-

other operators throughout the World,
which is why the 30 visiting airlines in 1957
operated only 1 1 different basic types of

aircraft into London Airport.

una
shir

by recalling great men.
i-

fine

or proud cities half a World away?
When I last visited London Airport 1

saw the B.E.A. Elizabethan Sir Richard

Advent of the new jet and turboprop Grenviile, the Pan American IJC-7C. C < <

> will not necessarily increase Bald Eagle, the K.L.M. Viscount Louis

variety, ecausel.«M «* piston-rugined Bleriot, the Iraqi Viscount
»gmachines will gradually disaj »j-ear. Already many other aircraft with equally interest!

B.O.A.C. have sold their last York, are names, In the magnificent Queens Building

disposing of their Argonauts and trying to was a display of mementoes of the first

sell their Constellations. B.E.A. are selling non-stop transatlantic flight by Alcock and

their Elizabethans,
and we can expect
other types to follow.

In the end, airlines

may find that they
ran manage with no
more than two or

three different types
of aircraft, provided

a i e notthey
expected to fly
everything from
local to inter
continental services,

carrying both
passengers and
bulky freight.
B.O.A.C., for
example, will

make do
with only Vickers

VC.lO's and
707 's from abou t

plus

the first Amcrkan-bullt Jet

1 964 onward,
perhaps a few

The second production Boeing 707 Jet Stratolincr-

Before going into service with Pan American
undergo intensive series of

Britanntas for

transport to carry airline markings.

World Airways it will, like the first production 707

tests by Boeing and the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Administration

courtesy of the Boeing Airplane Co., U.S.A.
+ Illustration by

second-class services

.

Similarly, B.E.A. may be abletp Stan

on Viscounts, Vanguards and their recently-

ordered fleet of three-jet D.M 121s.

All this

Brown, including pages from their lo^-book,

their little black cat mast. < >t Tivittkletoes and
Alcork's flying suit, still bearing a trace of

make life a little less mud from the Irish bog in which they

exciting for spotters in the future. But the

years of change will otter an unprecedented
ended their flight.

< >n the roof of the pasMMi^er buildings was

range of types to log and we can always the famous Supermarine S.6B

hope that there will be a terrific expansion

of helicopter "air-bus'
1

services and private

flying to make up for any reduction in the

Trophy seaplane became the first

aeroplane in the World to fly at over
m.p.h. in 1 And on the concrete

variety of air liners. This is quite below were air liners able to span whole

because a like the Fairey continents and oceans at speeds not much

ne could revolutionise inter-city

travel over distances of 50-400 miles, while

lower than that record of 27 years ago. It is

no coincidence they ten are British
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Cockney

Butterfly
»

A British-born Camber-
well Beauty butterfly,

bred on the author's
butterfly farm at Beaky,
Kent, a few miles from
London! and
{holographed at Chatham
y J. A. Wilson, F.R.RS.

(Copyright ),

By

L. Hugh Newman,

F.R.E.S.

MY ear memory of the Camberwell feeling of excitement that they were
Beauty is rather a painful one. Hut Cambcrwell Beauties. Sitting down to

possibly it was the physical hurt I suffered watch, I soon discovered that they were
at the time that caused me
to take a particular interest in this large

coming from the lug stacks when I

peered into the spaces bet wren the prop^

and beautiful butterfly, with its purplish- I could see several butterflies hiding there,

brown wings bordered by a band of blue sitting with closed wings
spots and edged with pale yellow. It was only when the logs around them

awav that they flew

dazed and bewildered
I was about eight years old at the time were actually

and had just been given my first bicycle. I out, in a
was spinning merrily down the long hill of manner. It was obvious that they had
Hurst Road, leading into the village of Old
Bexley in Kent, when I suddenly spotted a
Camberwell Beaut v sunning itself on a whit*

settled there in order to hibernate, and this

up

gate-post. M\ knowledge

Midden disturbance was waking
All the afternoon they fluttered round the

of butterflies logs and I saw others flying round the ship,

was not great, but I knew enough to realise which lay no more than 25 yards from
that this was something quite out of the the shore. The smell of timber attracted

ordinary. Applying the brakes fiercely. 1 them arid they were reluctant to leave the

lost control of my machine and crashed. spot that had offered such ideal hibernating
myself up the conditions. When in the end I decided to

go, they were still there.

Several years passed before I began to
the Question of the Camberwell

By the time 1 had
butterfly had disappeared, probably
frightened by the sudden commotion in the

roadway, but the of it is still -tudy quest inn

very vivid in my mind and my right knee Beauty in England. It has always been a
bears a scar to this day. rare insect here and its earliest name,

1 did not see a live specimen again until that of Grand Surprise, describes exactly

many \ears later, in 1938, when I spent a the feeling of unexpected pleasure which
month's holiday in Finland in late summer. the sight of this lovely butterfly brings. I

Walking along the beach on the south coast always think it was a thousand pities that

one afternoon, I came to a place where a tin s original name was changed to the

ship was lying close inshore, loading pit very prosaic one of Camberwell Beauty
props, which were across n just because one of the earliest specimens
gangway from the stacks on the shore. I to be recorded was caught near Camberwell
noticed a number of dark butterflies Green in the days when Camberwell was
fluttering around and then realised with a still a country village. Xow with traffic
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roaring day and night past this tiny oasis

of ereenerv. the name seems rather

incongruous.
There is no authenticated record

the Camberwell Beauty ever having
in a wild state in England. It has done
so in captivity, but only very rarely.

and all the that have beenspecimens
seen in this country from time to time
have crossed the water from other parts

of Kurope in order to get here.

in fact classified as a migrant bu
but for some time now I have been verv

doubtful about this, and after studying
records over many years and linking

them with my own observations, I have
come to the conclusion that this insect

should not be regarded as a true migrant,

but as a transported immigrant. It

comes by boat!
Most of the Camberwell Beauties

recorded in this country have been
seen in late August and September.
That is a time when in Scandinavia the

butterflies are already beginning

into hibernation, and it seems
unlikely that they should be seized

m urge to migrate at the same time as

instinct prompts them to rind sheltered especially round the ports, from Loin Ion in

hiding places. The great majority of them tj ie south r jgnt up to Newcastle upon Tym
]f the butterflies crossed the North Sea

under their own wing power from Norway,
are not at all

A big brood of British-born caterpillars of the Camberwell
Beauty butterfly. Copyright photo, B. Alfieri.

have been noticed on our eastern coast

where inciden

common, one would not expect to find

them more often near ports than at any
other points along the coast. It was
curious concentration of records round port

towns, coupled with what I had seen of the

behaviour of the butterflies in Finland,

which made me realise

probably arrive here as

they most
'aways in

timber ships, bringing in pit props and
other timber from Sweden and Finland,

and possibly from Russia, too.

Only a few years ago I had a pretty

convincing confirmation of this theory of

mine, when a friend, who is the headmistress

of a school by the Surrey Docks, saw a
Camberwell Beauty in the playground,
shortly after a Finnish timber ship had

to unload her cargo, less than a
hundred yards away behind the boundary
wall

.

If the old records can be relied

upon, it seems that the Camberwell Beauty
was seen here much more often in the past

than it is now. I know from information
given me by entomologists in Scandinavia,

that the is not as common

A chrysalis of a Camberwell Beauty hangs suspended
from a sallow twig. Copyright photo. B. Alfieri.

now as it once was. Timber felling also is

no longer conducted mainly near the coast,

but far inland, which means that the pit
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props and the boards have to be transported stock to be able to release a number of the
to the loading point and the butterflies butterflies again this year. I am not over
have less opportunity to settle in the stacks optimistic about their chances of establish
actually on the
shores, and from
there follow the
timber into the
holds of the ships.

Presen t - d ay
methods are
making it less easy
for the butterflies

to get an assisted

passage, and so
they do not
up here so often.
The Camberwell

Beauty apparently
prefers a
Continental
climate, w i I h

ing themselves

warm
and

summers
winters

prolonged frost

which assist the
deep hibernation
w h i c h me a n s

survival for

butterfly,

caterpillars,
The

I

find, are not easy

successfully
» but

on the other hand
I don't agree with

and out
pessimists who say
it is impossible.

There is a chance
even if it is a small
one, and I think it

is worth the effort

to try.

And if I should
achievesomething,
and the Camber-
well Beauty in

England bccam<
native instead
just

occasional "grand
surprise," I would
feel that I had at

a
o i a n

least done one

to rear under
artificial
conditions.
are prone

At rest. The Camberwell Beauty butterfly is won
camouflaged, as the dark markings on the underside of
the wings make it look like a dead leaf. Copyright photo.

J. A. Wilson, F.R-P.S.

s in all t h i n g
towards making
this i^reen and
pleasant land even
more pleasant, by
ad' ling a real
-i beauty" that was
not there before.

erflies are
virus disease which, when once it becoming scarcer every vear with the

spi ad of towns, and any new butterfly inappears, destroys them very bu t

am hoping to build up enough healthy Britain will be doubly welcome.

Water Trains on ritis Waterways

A "water train
11 on a

Midland waterway. It is

made up of containers
designed to be towed by
a f*ig singly or In a
train, and they can be
lifted by crane at loading
or unloading points* or

on to a trailer or other
road vehicle. These
containers are made of

isplywood, but it

expected that they will

be made of fibteglass or
aluminium.
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Western Region diesel hydraulic locomotive D600 passing Reading West Junction on the special run described on

this page. Photograph by John Ashman, F.R.P.S,

Railway
By R. A. H. Weight

Aboard the first Diesel-Hydraulic Express

By courtesy
1 was invited

of

u>

Railways, Western Region,

join the distinguished company in

February travelling from Paddington to Bristol and

back behind No, DfinO Active, briefly mentioned last

month, on the occasion of the first express passenger

runs hv this pioneer and powerful r2-wh< ted diesel?

hydraulic locomotive. A dynamometer car containing

many recording instruments was attach- 1 in front of

eight heavy coactn^sf including kitchen and dining

cars, making a gross load of about 345 tons.

It was a fine and sunny day. The start was at

1 1.0 a,m* A verv exacting schedule had been prepared,

requiring rather short stari-tostop runs averaging

jusl over a mil* -a-mimUe from Paddington to Reading

and thence to the next calls at Dklcot and Swindon,

Acceleration was notably fast. Sp'^i* well up into the

70's were sustained on the level or slightly rising tracks

during each of those stages* There was a dead slowing

at Southall, as signals were temporarily out of action,

and a line repair slack near Didcot. Swindon, however,

was reached only 2 min. late within 82 ruin, from

London
p 77J miles away, stops and d lays included.

Each stop was steadily made after cautious approach,

speed restrictions carefully observed.

The thrill of the day was n w to

at S
« ii«H From the

windon the special was booked to pass

, 16J miles in 14J min., and Bath, where

which" 1 should

restart
Chippenham, 16| rnil«> in 14} nun., and Batft, wneje

there is a long, severe speed restriction, 29 A miles in

2Si min. This astonishing timing,
I- :

hitherto have regarded as almost impossible, was
exactly achieved! Working up speed with terrific vigour

on a gentle down gradient past Wootton Bassett, Active

was quicklv up into the SO's. then like a flash as we
descended the 14 miles 1 in 100 Dauntscy bank,

speed reached 94 ra.p.h., and just over within about

10 mites from the start and in no more minutes.

Slightly uphill, Chippenham and Corsham were passed

at little below 80, and the second sharp dip, largely

through Box Tunnel, at around 86 before speed was

tour.

rcdurcd approaching Bath. We had dashed along

from Wootton Basset t like the much lighter Urtstoltan

ilyer when hustling, but it must be remembered that

this express passes Swindon at fairly high speed.

Fust over 2 hrs. after leaving London our special

avoided the main Temple Meads station in Bristol,

e ;irefully negotiating the network of functions and,

heading north again, pulled up in Stapleton Road
station 3 min. early, having covered about 119 miles

j t1 i'j,j hum,, equivalent >." an unchecked non-stop

run in little more than 100 minutes!

To avoid reversing, the return journey was

commenced after a short stay by way of the S. Wales

main line through Badminton and rejoining the original

route at Wootton Bassett, making it partially a circular

Very fast running had been anticipated on th<

average, arid at suitable points during the castbound
This doubtless would have followed, but some

teething or overheating trouble developed that the

KpertS travelling could not at the moment rectify,

so that one of the two 1.000 h.p. engines had to be put

out of action. There was only a comparatively small

delav, however, and on half-power equivalent to one

of the smaller mixed traffic diesels, a non-stop run was

made from Swindon to Paddington sedately and

similarly to one of the more easily- timed regular steam

expresses. ...
Thirty-eight dicsel-hydraulic locomotives exerting

the same power have been ordered so far, among
others.

London Midland News and Running

Euston terminus, which in part is 120 years old. has

b< n the scene of a number of recent improvement and
modernisation schemes, including the provision of latest

signalling and new watting and refreshment

, with information and reservation bureau, and

platform reconstruction and lengthening, etc. Sonii

there will be new ticket offices having more booking

windows equipped with machines capable of swift

printing ami issuing of tickets, and of recording their

details and values automatically.

I mentioned recently lively running along the

Midland main Hue, especially south of Nottingham,

Derby or Leicester, where fast timings apply to and

from St. Pancras over an undulating route including a

good manv rather steep gradients. Two engines are

used quite a lot, generally on account of loads

considerably exceeding the 300-ton limit for quickest

schedules.
More class 2 4 4 0s are now available as assisting

locomotive* at some of the sheds, Compound 4-4-Os

md LM.S. or standard type class S 4-G-Os being

type
rooms

"
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the

N
f

o, 4 0682

,

the

employe*] in taiidrm, for example, with

Jubilee av 4-H-os.

No. 45561 Saskatchewan, of the latter

series » assisted by class 2
on the southbound Palatine rxpr. ->,

quickest service from Manchester, Central,

to London, with 11 roaches or nearly 400
tons full, started a little late from Ivrby,
where additional vehicles were attached. Time
was smartly regained l»\ running the 29 1 miles

to Leicester stop in 29J miu., the & mile
run to St* Pancras, for which only 9*> miri,

are allowed, being completed in 94 mill* This

included a slowing at St, Albans and signal

checks approaching the terminus. Maximmn
speeds were 85 m.p.h> nr.ir East Lan^ion
and iSWj descending Shamhnwik batik towards
Bedford,

the
bv

1 1

.

Similar limes have been reported on
(Jti of very fine runs unaided

3-cylioder Jubih es f and also once or twice by
2 cylinder class 5 mixed traffic 4-6 u* having
smaller driving wheels, usually with 9-roach
trains weighing just over 30u ton-.

H**adinjj the northbound Palnhne, 7.55 a.m.
from St, PanCHte, [obiler No, 45614 Leonard
Islands, after a dHa improved upon the

light start -to-stop bookings respectively of

34 nun. lor 34$ miles, Lutoa^Weuingborotigh
and ;<s mm, for the 34 >harply graded miles

thence to Leicester, by 2 min. in each
Maximum speed was 87 in.p.k, with some
«f*od uphill work. These bright performances
were recorded by Mr. IX S. M. Barfie, M.B.E.

I have not had an opportunity of logging

any Royal Scot performances since they btgan
sharing these services, but they continue
amongother duties to do well * i the long Leeds*

Carlisle-Glasgow (St. Enoch) runs* traversing

in places tally mountainous territorv. Along the main
line from Rugby to Euston, where loads in many cases

are heavier though grading is much easier, an up
North Wah < - x press worked bv Scot 4-6-0 No, 46l5i

The Life Guardsman, from tr-vve, had 12 coaches,

iboul 430 tons all found. It was badly stowed twi« - <m
account of track renewal work, but almost kept the

M m, u. timing over 82| miles start to stop with a

maximum of 83 ra.p.h. near Wembley,

Locomotive Shed Code Revision

J 'iirthi r altera i imis to districts and ©ode descriptions
are announced as follows; Bristol and Gloucester,

previously London .Midland Nos. 22A-B, becom
respectively 82K and 85E, Also transferred to th«

Western Region are the ex-Southern-, depots at Bath

Converted Royal Scot No, 46108 "Seaforth Highlander" comes
smartly down to Cargrave with the up "Thames-Clyde" Express,

Photograph by C. R. L. Coles,

(Queen Square), Tempi*combe, Plymouth (Friary),

changed to 82F, 82G and 83H respectively. Bromsgrove
is now 85F, instead of t.M* 21C, and Wrexham is 84 K
instead of tili. The latter shed has seen a number of
alterations in numeration arid allegiance. Those al

Yeovil and Weymouth hitherto coded 82E-F, W.R.,
are going to the Sou thern Region*

Tran^ rs from London Midland to Eastern Region
are Stayeley depot, pn viously 1KD, now 4 IE, and
Grimt'Sth^rp*', MillhousrS and Cankluw in the Sheffield

.ilt -red from 19AC to 41 !M».

More Diesel Passenger Services

Vulcan-built 2-8-4 No. 3146 of the East African Railways and Harbour Board
was awaiting shipment at Birkenhead when caught by the camera of Geoffrey Rose,

Main line three-car sets, with small buffet and
refreshment servi* somi what similar to the "I titer -

ity" expresses described in my March uotrs, arc
provid i ng i in proved serv ice

m from Carditi to Bristol, also

to a greater extent on the
Car d i f f -G lo uces ter-
Birmingham route. Anions
further introductions of local

riiesels ar those serving
Leeds-Wakefieid-Barnsley,
Wakefield Goole and Leeds-
Castleford Pontefract, all in

Yorkshire*

Locomotives In the News
New 2-ID-o steam loco-

motives added to stork wen
Nos. 92173-5, allocated to

36A, DoncasbTp and No,
92 1 87 to 34 K, Peterborough.
Di« j sel shunting engines Sob.
1)2 1)09- I 2, meehiinif il

transmission, go to 31 A,
Cambridge, and with electric

drive Nos. D3410-I to 65Cf

Parkhcad, Nos. D34I2-5 to

65G, Yoker, also in 1 1 1 e < * 1 asgow
area, ami Nos, D34-4-5 to

B»B
¥
Cardiff East Dock.
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Road Trac
By Peter Lewis

IG.ENZO FERRARI will be challenging The 1,960 c.c, engine was actually the

the British Formula 1 cars for World property of R. R. C. Walker and it was
Championship points in two
international events this month

maj or
These

mechanic, A If Francis, who
the assembly of Climax

are the Monaco G.P. on 18th May and the engine in a Cooper chassis. Unfortunately

Dutch G.P. a week later. The British the car was wrecked during a practice

eqiupes are under no illusions about the session and the engine was transferred to

potent challenge of the new Vee 6 Ferrari the chassis of a works Formula 2 Cooper
*K1 ™ ^fl

in the hands of drivers of the calibre of Les Leston was to have driven, but
Hawthorn. Collins and Musso. The Vee t\ \\hu\\ blew up in practice. It was theivtoiv

a mowith a 2,417 c.c. engine that is reputed to ra

develop the high figure of 290 b.h.p. at crowds at

thecar that astonished
wonderlast year i

8,300 r.p.m. on a compression ratio of only what two pedigree cars, with larger engines

8.8 to 1. is indeed going to be a thorn in the and \\ ith Brabham in one of them, will do

side of Van wall, B.R.M., Cooper and Lotus. this year.
I shall be
reatl y

surprised if

the Vanwalls
are not
entered for
thi ^ first
champion-
ship event in

Europe of the

season

,

which
Stirling

Moss will not
be available

i n

case

Jack Brabham in third place with the 1,960 c.c. Cooper-Climax at the Monaco G.P. in 1957.
This month, at Monaco, he drives the latest 2.2 litre F.I. Cooper-Climax for John Cooper.

to
R

drive
R . C.

Walker's 2.2

1

It well be
Cooper-

a vemay
"scrap" in the Formula 1 field will upset
Enzo Ferrari's apple cart on certain types
of circuit. I refer to the 1958
Climax with its new 2.2 litre engine, a
direct descendant of that

Climax, a car identical to the works entries

but timed by Francis. This, in my opinion,
would have been the most formidable ni

all the British combinations of car and
driver.

astonishing

1,960 c.c. Cooper-Climax belonging to
R. R. C. Walker with which Stirling Moss

Lister-Jaguars

Lister-J aguars, developed trom the
won the Argentine G.P. and eight valuable highly successful car that Archie Scott-
championship points Brown raced for Brian Lister in 1957, will

In the hands of Jack Brabham and Roy be a common sight on British and overseas
Salvador!, I rate as verv high the chances circuits this year. When I last called at
of Coopers on the short twisty the Cambridge engineering works of Brian

—*

—

t— ^

—

^^^^r w —^^k

driver's circuit of Monaco, Exactly twelve Lister, the second of two cars ordered
months ago Brabham, on this same the American millionaire enthusiast Briggs
circuit, put a 1,960 c.c. Cooper-Climax Cunningham was just leaving for America.
through its paces for the first time and
would have finished third in the Monaco
G.P. if the mounting
had not broken.

o for the fuel pump

chassis had already been delivered

to Ecurie Ecosse, Equipe National Beige
and several well-known British drivers,

including Peter Whitehead.
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The 195iS Lister-Jaguar remains basically cylinder head. These figures are most
the same as the 1957 version, apart from impressive, but there is no restriction on
the fact that it has an (.ntirely new boriv the tvpe of fii'-l used f<>r sports cars as there
with an exceptionally low frontal area, is for the 1958 Formula 1 and F.2 cars,
larger Girling disc brakes all round of 12 in. which have to use aviation fuel of an
diameter, a light alloy final drive unit and octane rating between 100 and 130.
an enlarged fuel

tank with a
capacity of 38
gallons.

Onlv Lister-
Jaguars with 3
litre engines will

be able to
com pet e

+

i n
\V o r 1 d < h am -

} i >nship sports
car events, as

this is the new
capacity limit.

but in fact the
scan

be used with any
one of three
Jaguar units or
with the 4.6 litre

Chevrolet unit that develops close on

The remarkably low-built 195s Lister-Jaguar, which can be powered by one of three

Jaguar engines or a 4,6 litre Chevrolet unit.

Brian Lister himself will race two works
300 b.h.p., an engine that several American cars, looked after as always by his tuning
drivers are installing

The 3.8
%*

]tre Jaguar engine give

wizard Don Moore, and Archie Scott- Mrown
will drive for him in this country and

a similar figure to the Chevrolet, ai I make abroad whanrvcr possible. is rea
200 m.p.h. possible on fast circuits, while
the 3.4 litre Jaguar unit develops 250 b.h.p.

at 6.000 r.p.m. on a compression ratio of the established

The latest engine, the 3 litre, is

enough not to try and race a team of cars,

with all the attendant problems, against

mi 4*

9.1. amd Hcurie

of Ferrari, Aston-
ic cosse. he

expected to give 254 b.h.p. at 6,300 r.p.m. sportingly agreed
on a compression ratio of 10.5

the lat stused with design

that Scott -Brown will

to 1 when drive for Ecurie Ecossc in * hampionship
of jaguar events, with the exception of the T.T. at

Goodwood in September,
where he plans an all-out

challenge with a 3 litre car and
Scott-Brown, Look out for

this powerful
the Siiv

ICJI1

tone International

Meeting—one of the most
important of the British season

3rd May.

The Austin Gipsy

The new Austin Gipsy a

tough, four-wheel drive, petrol

or diesel-driven cross-country
is the first motorvehicl

vehicle in the world in series

to 1 1 a v e

ILUHO* PtilHP a .4fTN<. <IM ON
i»'i uffHN rum

production
independent four-wheel rubber
suspension. This Jeep type
vehicle can cruise at over
iii) m,p.h, on main roads, and
the nature o f this new

A Flexitor bar 'exploded", to show the outer steel shell enclosing a hollow
steel shaft bonded inside a rubber sleeve.

suspension medium enables it

[Continued on past -56)
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Th Superb Atlantics

Famous N.E.R. High Speed Locomotives

By Norman McKillop

N my young days at Ifaymarket Shed I drove them on a train. The very look of the
used to look at the North Eastern

ics with a good deal <>f envy, and a
En vvcertain amount of puz/l ment.

because I thought in those days I'd never

Z's told me
gracefulness

that! Their long simpl •

was so in nig that one

have the opportunity of

with a high-bred greyhound,
three cylinders, with the long

driving them;
puzzlement because I could not fathom how
they could look so dazzlingly

connet ting

and it was
rods that are good

11

ign.

patent at a glance to any
crested enlineman that their weight vya

beautifully distributed over the wheels

And because the Z was built primarily

beside the North British Atlantics on
which we at Edinburgh expended such a Here was an engine built for speed.
terrific effort in spit and polish.

As a North British man
T, of course, had nothing
whatever to do with the
North Eastern section of

but that didn'tthe
stop me from "looking
and
saw
The

and what I

me
\t.Until n wen-

painted a brilliant green
and I later that
the high polish, which I'll

swear sent back the sun's

tinge
rum, was

rays with an added
to the
achieved because the
Jin i coat of

i f

paint
f '

wasn't paint at all. but

lii.

That indicates how
lavish were the N.K. in

gh -class enamel.

spending money on their

engines, it does
convey how very worth-
while it was in spending

North Eastern Z class Atlantic No. 2196 heading a north-bound Swansea-
Newcastle express in a beautiful setting at Croft Spa, between York and

Darlington, Photograph, F. R. Hebron.

to the point of prodigality to design and for speed she took ill to some of the work
build such a super high-speed type as the Z she was asked to do on the only N\B. road
proved to be. I learned this from practical on which I drove her, that is between
experience in driving them, for a day came Edinburgh and ( ilasgow She all the

when a world war threw all the railways sympathy in the world from me when 1

in Britain into a common poo!, and the N.E, heard my mates condemn her for not being
able to run the stopping trains betweenand N.R enginemen along with them.

So we became acquainted, I and Nos. these two cities.

714, 2193 and 2194. These were the Z With fifteen stations at which to stop in

engines housed at 1 laymarket, and used 47 miles, and seven permanent way speed
regularly on the Edinburgh-London fast restrictions in between to cramp her style,

trains on their first lap to Newcastle. Let how on earth could she be expected to shine?

me say at once that they amply fulfilled a

desire for real speed, which before

handling them I had never experienced

She was a greyhound, not a Scotch terrier,

but when she eot a chance to run on the
tlDll- trains on Ir-wl road—bov

on any passenger en&
I knew they could do this long before 1

r - -

did she surprise us!

There are few acute curves on the
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road-holding and
riding qua! 1 of
the North Eastern
Z The
first week I had
2193 on a fast

the
I

ont rain
Glasgow
increased the speed
experimentally
each day
the

Ihn mgh
tunnel. and

The Z Atlantic seen here al the head of the "Queen of Scots" is one that was fitted w?th
the uniflow system, the purpose of which was to give hetter flow of steam through the

cylinders. Photograph, F. R. Hebron,

when I decided
that I had attained
as high as 1 wanted
to prove how she
rode, 1 was still

uninformed as to
when she would

— and show
it like the Director.

I could lake that
Z through Falkirk

object

Edinburgh
1

ow stretch, hut even on
er

tunnel at 70 m.p.h,
it need be with perfect safety and confidence.
The way she seemed to "cuddle the road
contours made you believe she was fitted
with a flexible boiler instead of its feeing

have attempted with any other type of because of the perfect way the weight was

wonderful road-holding
qualities, so nniih so that I made an
experiment with her that 1 would not flare

engine. Here was the way of it. carried, and the equally "perfect way the
Prior to driving a Z on the Glasgow road, weight was distributed on the springs' But

L.
wor

.

ked a \'n.urry-np"
_

sPecial from the X.B. roads were unsuited to them, and
11 you except the sixty miles ot East Coast
Route between Edinburgh and Berwick,
they were used as seldom as possible on our

Wavcrley one night with the instructions
Get to Glasgow 'pronto'. " It was a wee

< •

train lor the G.C Director engine I had,
and because this type was a lovely-riding main lines. They could not run on the

Edinburgh-Aberdeen stretch at all, as theyengine, 1 gave my one her head a fraction
more than 1

Scott u^h
normally did with a X.
Falkirk Tunnel

were not
Bridge

permi
due

to cross the Forth
l<> tin- gauge of the train

Nowadays there is a speed restriction of control apparatus with which they were
60 m.p.h. through this tunnel,
hut in those days, as far as 1 can
remember, we were not tied I
down so severely, or maybe it

was because the N.B. Scott very
seldom exceeded this

anyway
speed

With this Director I

must have touched well over 65
the tunnel, which has

one of the more noticeable bends
on road.

I didn't do that again with
anything but a Z. That Director
gave a lurch which threw my
fireman on to his back in the
middle of a shovelling swing,
her cab roof scraped the tunnel
until the IIew, and II

in-all it wasn't a pleasant few
seconds.
That was the background

against which 1 was to judge the
A Newcastle express leaving York, headed by N.E. Class Z No. 706.

Photograph, C. Ord,
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tted being unsuited to the Bridg
I e home ground betw

speed than 35 m.p.h. at best.

kept on accelerating and accelerating

That eng

Edinburgh and I eally

ed the company of the Z Atla

hen I say that I'm thinking in

power quite

Scremerston, the

p.h

and
b

passed
at 45

of enjoyable speed, I

elsewhere on points of detail

which I didn't much care, but it

I'm concerned with performai

fast trains that mainly means speed

say
for

screed

and on
mil.

who are interested <MI the

po i i 2 A from centre when I

how she was reacting, and
as wide open After that introduction I

was not surprised at the way she simply

ability

asked to sav what
If 1 were gobbled up the next few

pe was
pre-eminent in these two aspects, I wot

say the North Eastern

And I've ridden on one or two Atlant

Id

Z

in

Two instances come to my i

these two factors of

d ch

track down through the dip at Goswick,

and along the straight to Beal, as if in pure

enjoyment.
This N,E. section is good track, and when

'it really gives a
it feels when a 7,

1 used the term gobble

much better idea of how

oint to
pow and

peed and gh speed than if I p prosaic

f m.p.h percentage cut-offs

racter g

eptions to the generally accepted
-

> White
a table. There was a feeling of fluidity in

type of engin its speed effo

ge mi tted to lie fast

given credit for

R eating

ng amount of

up of

lmical

lesthe m
"say-so"

oping, long
hich no
ltd ever

engines on ba and this was correct

my experience but Coupled to th was ex f

teshead three-cylindci

Atlanticclimbed the banks as if they weren't

t here

.

Don't ask me to remember her number
1 got her in a big hurry at Tweed mouth Shec

qu The exha
could only be heard if I j

their

at the chimney
headmy

on < the cab window, and even en

it was a rapic

wrong to say
4 I

r fire

d maybe I do
there was

one K w I wa
working the A hi

south. The comn
Gresley Pacific I

what for her wa:

tr

w
nicely

the intermediate
as doing

heater bag betwi

engine and tende

as they occasion

on common-users

the

do

This wouldn 't have
mattered if the we;

had been reasonable

it was rea

j, but
cold. So I

pped for a change of

eng at T ei dmouth
The load we had was just

about the full capacity for

a Z and this was the type

of engine we got instead

of our Gresley in a very
exchange that only

ns a handful of

minutes, minutes which were pulled

long before we reached Newcastle. This

unusual, but the manner of

st Coast Route express near Boningbrough, with N.E.

734, piloting N.E. Class V No. 698. Photograph, C. Orel

nothing
chimney
That

hatever oi ive abou t those

huw th.ii Z behaved the

was, fi a Z. ay, and 1 pulled the reverser pointer back

tart away from Tweedmouth is

heavy, and a long bank stretches for a

mile or two, up which I wouldn't have

easy bits further than I fore

on any of her breed, to say nothing of

Pi /, had reached no high

ng
nothing

the throttle handle until it was

th a fro being
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completely shut. That engine could an.l such like trains, as I would possibly
certainly run and pull.

But curiously enough it wasn't on fast
train work that I like to think of the Z
with iIt- kindliest of thoughts. It was that they give me just a

be with 2193 at that time of day.
But I was ready for this latter argument.

"Look," I said, "tell your controllers if

P

*

il

us
p f

minutes start

of the 'Scottie'
from Newcastle that
train will never smell

and to make the
d'ul

give zi»;i and myself
that chance.
We left Newcastle

three minutes ahead of

the Flying
Once through the short
ections to Heaton 1

gave 2 193 "the works",
and with the throttle
wide open she tore up
the miles of bank to
Forest Hall like a deer.

I looked at my watch
on my calculation it

would be five minutes
before the

»

.

Scot tie'

This scene near York shows an express train to Leeds hauled by N.E. Class Z
No. 2203. Photograph, C Ord,

week we spent together on an unbalanced
train to Newcastle and returned to Edin-

driver would see the
signal for Forest

Hall.

The stretch to Morpeth has long sections,

and I dared not allow that driver behind
burgh light engine, and it was this return to even see a "distant" signal on, for if

running which put me in debt to No, 2193. that had happened the signalman ahead
And I literally mean in her debt
was the way of it.

II ere

1 pushed the
Between Edinburgh and Newcastle the much farther

might have got the wind up and shunted me.

distance is 125 miles and the return trip

means in all 256 miles im hiding the running
between sheds and stations at both ends.
To a locomotiveman this mean?
ay, as for every 15 miles over a prescribed
i tance—in those davs it was 140 miles

'J 1 93
whittling

reversing pointer another
along the quadrant and

I

muled until the Speed < reated ,i

gale

Morpeth we were eight

the express behind us.

past the cab window. At
minutes ahead of

That wasn't

he receives one hour's pay.
Now you must know that light engine

running is unprofitable to the railways and

enough, however, and to
cut the yarn short, bv the time we slipped
through
minutes'
And we did

Berwick we uere a full fifteen

ahead of the Flying Scotsman.
every day for a week,

it is only in exceptional cases that it is which put me in debt to 2193 to the tune
chance of of nearly two weeks' pay for one week'sallowable

earning
a

payment" when my work on mileage
gaffer at Haymarket said: "Do your best The whole point in this story is not the

need all the su per speed of the Z, but the su perb braking
engines were

to bring lief back, we
engine power we can get and can't allord system with which these
to have that engine lying at Newcastle an titted. In this respect I've even yet to see
hour longer than she need be." a locomotive which could come anywhere

1 was, of course, all for this, but those in near the Z when you wished to kill the speed
control of things at the Newcastle em\ stone dead,
weren't so keen. In fact they had good
reason

The old North Eastern had many claims
to be so, as not only were that entitled it to be listed in the front

they losing the use of a good engine, but rank of Britain's railways, and I think one
was the right tothey very properly knew that normally a of the foremost of

light engine took hours and hours to work say that it had in the superb Z Atlantic a
its way home when it became mixed up locomotive that in riding, speed
with the

------ '
and

paths of the Flving Scotsman brake power was unequalled in its hey-day.
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Air News
By John W. R. Taylor

British Lockheed International Aerobalic

Competition,
A welcome change is that this year the King's

Race will be flown ov r four laps of a

course, which will enable the whole
be follow* 1

1

l up
20-25 mile
contest to

There will

closely by spectators,

also be a first-class flying display.

Decca Successes

*

it

A Convair Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile stands clear

on its launching stand at the U.S. Air Force Missile Test Center,

Cape Canaveral, Florida. The gantry tower used in getting the

huge missile ready for flight is being moved away. Illustration

by courtesy of Convair,

More and more airlines are equipping
fleet with British Decca navigation aids, which
show a pilot exactly where he is by drawing th

track of his aircraft on a moving roller map.
The information on which the short rangi

Drtxa and long-range Oectra &vsterus work i>

supplied bv radio beacons on the* ground, which
are arranged in groups of four and known as

chains". Then' are eight chains in Europe and
four in Canada, and over 4,300 ships and aircraft

us** thera for pin-point navigation* Bv the Sine
ou read this, a further chain will have been

uilt in the New York area, for use by New
York Airways, whose helicopters will navigate

by Decca on all their scheduled serviced, The
result will be an import am step towards safe,

effecient, all-weather operations.

About a fort uju bi after news of the American
chain was released, Swissair announced that
they have equipped one of their DC-7C
transatlantic air liners with Deetra, which
utilises signals transmitted from hi-aeons in

Newfoundland and Scotland.

Our Shrinking World

America's "Ultimate Weapon"
m

The picture above is the first to show clearly a

Convair Atlas intercontinental ballistic missile (H BM)
on its launching stand. Behind it is the great servj ing

tower, with platforms at different levels, from which
the rois&sl is fuelled, armed and prepared for firing.

This tower is mounted on rails, so that it can be moved
clear when the work has been completed*

An Atlas, ready for launching, is about 80 ft. tall and
weighs nearly lob tons; most of this wright consists of

liquid oxygen and kerosene fuel. It has a North
American Rocket dyne motor of 65.000 lb. thrust in

RG.A.C.s Managing Director, Mr, R,isil SmaltpieOfi,

said in Melbourne recently that when the Conn t 4 is in

service next year it will i lit the jonrm-y time between
that city and London from the present 50 hours U
3M ttOUm He added that when the t:re:it Vukers VC.IO
flies this route in 1963 it will do the journey in only
29 hours, carrying ISO passe

B,E,A.'s forthcoming London-Moscow service also

opens up interesting possibilities. If it could bn
scheduled to link up with an Aeroflot Tu-10-l jet-liner

service to Japan, the present London-Tokyo time could
be cut by about half.

tail, plus two Rocketdync oooboosters", each givingthe
165,000 lb, of thrust, mounted on each side under th«

fairings that house its self-contained inertial guidance
equipment . Together they give it a peak speed of about

10,000 m.p.h, and a range of 5,500 milts. Only the end
of the tapered nose section, containing the hydrogen-

bomb warhead, re-enters the atmr-sphrrr over the

target, the remainder briny burned up by friction with

the air.

So far, only a very small number of Atlas rockets

have been fired successfully from the U.S.AJ*Ys Missili

Test Center at Cape Canaveral, Florida, and then

have been several failures. But the weapon is in

production by Convair Astronautics and is - x per. ted

to be in service next year.

National Air Races

atThis year's National Air Raos will be held

Baginton Airport, Coventry, on 1 0th to 12th July.

The first two days will be devoted to contests for the

Kemslev, Osram and Goodyear Trophies; leaving

Saturday the 12th free for the King's Cup Race and the

Sidewinders for the F-104

Following delivery of the first operational Lockheed
F-104A Starfightere to the U.S.A.F/s 83rd Fighter-

[nterceptOT Squadron at Hamilton Air Force Base,

California, it was amioum d that this little 1 9
400 m.p.h.

aircraft can cany a Sidewinder air-to-air guided missile

on each wing- tip. It has a fixed armament of one
2o mm. Vulcan six-barrel cannon, with a ran- of fire

of 7,000 rounds a minute, moutr d in its nose.

Carrying two under- wing fuel tanks, an F-1MA has
flown at supersonic speed continuously for over an
hour. It will be followed into service by the tuo-seat

F-I04B all-weather interceptor-

British Air Liners' Fine Record

Bv February of this year British jet and turboprop
air liners had amassed "no less than l t

059,O0U flying

hours, equivalent to 320 million miles, or 13*000 times

around the World, in airline service.

1953, Viscounts had flown a million airline

hours and Britannia? some 29,000 hours, to whieh were
added 3tJ,ouo hours by Comet l*s between 1952 and
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Mock-up of the Piasecki 59K VTOL (Vertical Take-off and Landing! aircraft described on this page.

1954, In addition, B.O.A;C had flown about 2 f
(HKi

hours with their experimental Comet UK's, while RAF.
fransport Command had logg d £1,000 hours with their
Comets,

This is all the more? remarkable when wr remember
that no other jet or turboprop air liners have entered
service anywhere in tin- World, except in Kussia.

Ft

Flying Jeep
Despite its strange appearance, the

in the illustration above
vehicle shown

h our of the most interest i n :

and exciting aircraft yet designed. Officially it i

designated the Piasecki 59K VTOL (Vertical Take-Off
and Landing), but the U.S. Army call ii the "Flying

can drive both propellers U the other fails, to ensure a
safe landing, Top speed is expected to be about
[50 m.p.h.

The illustration shows a full-size mock-up of the
59 K VTOL; but Piasn ki expect to have th' first of
wo prototypes in the air * >n and have already

tested the unique design in the form of a
ground rig. They - iy that the production version
should be considerably cheaper than a small helicopter
and that it points the way to the family "dying car**

of the future.

Jcop'\ which gives a much better clue to its capabilities,
59 K VTOL has two three-leaded propellers

New Convair-Liner
i onvair are of

Th

their

to
c

inside doughnut-shape rings, fore and aft of "its "seats.
These are known technically as ducted propellers, and
they give as much lilt as helicopter rotors of far greater
rliam ter

p
enabling the craft to take off and land

vertically. As a military vehicle, it could replace
ordinary Jeeps for light transport, observation and
other duties in any type uf country, even where there
were no roads or airfields.

Its ability to hug the ground, making use of all

avai4able cover, would ^ivc it many advantages in
battle areas. But that does not mean it cannot fly
high, and Piasecki claim thai it could Cross most of
the mountain ranges of North America. Thtranges
entrally-mountcd engines are so arranged that

two
one

ending production
twin-engined Convatr-liner transport this summer,
make room for the new Model 880 jet liner, it will
continue to bt built north of the border, in Canada,

Canadairof Montreal announced on 12th February last
that they have received an initial order for ten aircraft
known as CL-66 Cosmopolitans tor the R.CA.F, These
will be Con vaiMiners powered by two 3,500 h,p«
Napier Bland N.E.MS turpoprops, giving a performance
far better than that of the pri sent piston-engined
versions. The CL-66 will carry 44-60 passengers or
IO

f(KXM5,0OO lb. of freight, and will have a maximum
range of l,70n miles at .TJfi m.p.h.

Helicopters Speed Oil Exploration
Helicopters are used to carry men and supplies to

oft >h ore oil drilling
|
Oatforms in many parts of the
world. The lower' picture on this
page is of particular interest,
however, as it is one of the first

to show a Westlanl Widgeon iu
commercial service.

This particular Widgeon,
operated by Bristmv Helicopters
Ltd., is shown flying over the
d ri 1

1 i n g p 1 a s i n r m A d m a
rise, while the latter was
out in Das Island harbour,

in the Persian Gulf. Later, the
platform was towed out to the
>ite of

drilled
i ft

Dhabi Marine
hit h the British

two-
a u d
des

3*5J

500

Westland Widgeon helicopter flying over an offshore oil drilling platform being
fitted out in Das Island harbour, in the Persian Gulf. Illustration by courlesv

of the British Petroleum Co. Ltd.

Adtna Well F-l, beii

by Abu
Areas Ltd., in w
Petroleum Company has a
th irds s n art holding
C ora p ag n i e V r a n$ aise
Pit roles one- third.

Based on the Sikorsky
design, the Widgeon has a
h.p. A I vis Lt on ides engine and a
completely new front fuselage.
seating five persons in comfort.
Of particular value for oil

oration is the fact that it

can be adapted quickly to carry
freight or two stretchers and
medical attendant for
ambulance duties*

ay
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Will Be Ch
How

anne
Would Be Built

By Arthur Gaunt

Tunnel?

ARE we Hearing the time when
will run under the English Channel,

providing a swift, frequent and convenient
* ind and

practicability was produced by
Gammnnd, a French civil engineer.

railway service be Engl
Fran
drive direct fro

by such a route?

es

raised

motorists short lv be

->ht become poss <

Ik*

Il>

carried out a thorough geological survey
of the bed of the English Channel, and the

data he collected has been of great value to

the planners of more recent decades. He
also helped to form an Anglo-French concern

called the Submarine Continen

Iong ag hen it was Company, still in existence under the new

announced in Parliament that plans to build name Channel Company Limited.

a Channel Tunnel were being reviewed Early promoters of the Tunnel had several

again.

d

It is a scheme
ch al 1 en ged

engineers and transport

authorities for a long

time.

Such a sub
tunnel would n<

allow travellers to avoid
the sea crossing. It

would also speed up
the journey to and from
the Continent for both
passengers and
and would

snags to overcome. Though l>c Gammond

only

i ecessary to transfer

cargoes to and fi

ship
s.

at the Ch
Only bulky

- would h to

be transported by
Ev<
air

in these davs of

travel,
travellers

m a n y
would
to go

and from France b\
I rather than bv air

A peep into the pilot

Channel. Photograph
tunnel which already exists under
by courtesy of the Society of Motor

Traders.

of the English
Manufacturers and

liner.

Proj to link

by a tube large enough to

actually i

gland

k mi scheme of

France reported that the chalk bed < f the Channel

icles are was excellent for boring, it was rca"

years old. As far that steam trains would not be able to use

ind wan mm i a long tunnel,

envisaged by the British statesman Charles difficulties would be almost insurmountable

James J? d as supported on botl

sides of the Channel.
There were no railways in those day
plan was to run stage coaches

if this was done.

\ novel suggestion was put forward to

h

meet this problem. It was proposed to make
the tunnel dip towards the centre, so that

tunnel. Napoleon was enthusiastic, and trains could travel without an engine from

instructed French engineers to draw up either end. Momentum during

detailed This came to nothing

The
the Napoleonic Wars broke out, and fo

next fifty years it remained shelved,

coming of railways revived it, and the first

project of this kind with any claim to

the first half of the run would carry the

trains part way up the incline towards the

exit, and from the point reached in this

way they were to be hauled out by means
of cables operated from power houses.
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seem to Ik- brightening a
little, it may be asked
how a modern Channel
Tunnel would be built

and what it would he
like K 11 _: i n eerin g
techniques have
advanced enormously
during the last twenty
years, and the schem<

is put forward
is a consi

improvement on
earlv ones.

the

It was originally

decided to build twin
tunnels side by side,

each to be used by one-
way traffic Two

The entrance to the pilot tunnel that has been made under the English Channel
near the Dover-Folkestone railway line.

medium sized tunnels,

it was poi

would be stronger

French interest in the Channel Tunnel than a single large one. Present-day civil

seems to have been keen at this

too keen for some British politicians,

engineers envisage tunnels within a tunnel.

providing not only for trains but
they cewarm about it when roadways for cars and large air ducts for

British military advisers declared that such ventilation.

a tunnel might endanger Britain's security.

It could be used, they said, by enemy
troops attempting to invade
Kin om.

The same fears have caused Channel

Such a tunnel would be egg-shaped, with
overall measurements of 42 ft. by 65 ft.,

United and would be divided horizontally into two
main sections, the lower one lor trains and
the other for cars and lorries. Above and

Tunnel proposals to be shelved again below these sections would be air ducts
the full length of the tunnel, to

fumes. Electric traction

runningseveral times since then. Yet 75 years ago
boring was actually started on the English remove engine
and French coasts. A pilot tunnel was would be used for the trains,

bored for a mile under the Channel from a This dpw conception of a Channel 1 unncl

point near Folkestone, and a similar one project was produced by M. Andre
was carried outwards from Cap Oris Nez Hasdevant, a Parisian engine r, after much
on the French coast. Once
again, however, military
considerations prompted the
withdrawal of permission for

the British section

before it had gone
far.

This pilot tunnel
still exists and is

inspected regularly.

The entrance to

the British section

is near the Dover-
Folkestone railway
line, and the
tunnel

research and careful consideration of thi

many problems. His plan is for a tunnel
30 miles lonep from mouth to mouth, for

is kept in

inrepair, partly

titxler t<> piweut
subsidence of the
railway.

Now that the
chances of the bore

reopened

v

.*tt
# ..*•*

-

^^™^^

<

*
*
v
\
% **

The route
of Dover,
would be

of the Channel Tunnel under the Strait

It would not follow the shortest line, and
approached by a roundabout route at

either end.

s
*#

•i T *,t
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A cut-away
model of a

section of the
proposed
improved
Channel

This
was designed
for Triplex
Safety Class
Co. Ltd., by
Peter Bell and
Hard! n g

Dunne t.

although only about 22 miles would Ik? under might weaken Britain's defences have

the sea, the entrances would be well inland- largely subsided. For one thing military

The tunnel would not dip ually Strategy has changed, and invaders are more
towards the middle and then rise steadiK likely to come by air than through a tunnel.

tin mgh when

but would be made rather like a For another, the plans for the Channel
Tunnel include arrangements for it to be
Hooded at the mouths quickly if necessary.

M. Basdevants plans provide for this

idea of making the deepest parts near th*

the tunnel

again,

long switchback. In fart, it would be only

195 ft. under the sea bed at the centre

it passes under the coasts

of England and France it would descend

to about 420 ft.

Its construction would be facilitated

ends of
facilitate deliberate

being intent

flooding in

to

an

by the knowledge that there is a convenient emergency.

hump, known as the Varne Bank, in mid- The biggest problem today is the question

Channel. To this point would be floated of meeting the of building such a

D
were a
a huge caisson, resembling the forts that tunnel. The engineering problems are a

wartime feature of the Thames secondary consideration, for in constructing

Estuary. The caisson would be sunk on such tunnels as the one under the Mersey
to the Varne Bank, and from its interior a and the London Underground railways, it

vertical shaft would be bored to pilot has been proved that we possess the kimw-

taio to

When the Channel Tunnel was first

tunnel. Material excavated from the how for boring under the English Channel
tunnel could be passed up the vertical shaft

to be dumped over the side of the caisson.

It has also been stated that pipes inside suggested, the estimated cost was less than

the caisson might allow sea water to enter /lO.OOUjiOO The figure is now put at

the pilot tunnel at a carefully controlled probably ^100,000,000 by some authorities,

rate, this water then to be used as a means of and t his steep rise may well decide whether
debris towards the ends of the the project is at last to become a reality

tunnel, thus reducing the need for long or not.

of wagons when the work was in But it is alluring to imagine trains running
progress. The water admitted m this way under the English Channel every 15 minutes
would be pumped out from the lowest part and up to 600 road vehicles following this

of the tunnel, taking the debris with it. submarine route every hour. This is the

The pilot tunnel, continuing the short amount of traffic for which Channel
sections ahead v existing on both sides of Tunnel would provide.

the Channel, is shown as an 18 ft. wide tube
on M. Basdevant's plans. This small tunnel

would eventually become the lower air duct decried it were the Duke of Wellington and

Famous men of the past have agitated
such a project. Among those who

of the larger tunnel built around it, and Robert Browning. Today it would be such
fresh air right through the a boon that attempts to prevent thefrnitlnnwould carry

borings. Foul air and car fumes would be of the scheme, other than for of

drawn out through the upper air duct by expense, seem unlikely, The cost of

building the tunnel indeed would be thepowerfu 1

Today the fears a Channel Tunnel biggest snag in the whole scheme
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IMC boys seen in the picture at the foot

of the page are in the Hinwick Hall
Home for Crippled B o y s , near

W v Ming-

Andrew Coddard, of Walgrave,
Northantf.

borough, a

their railway
has brighten-
ed their lives

very con-
sidrrably. It

ior

ectio

came to them and his parents set off to 1 1 inwi k 1 tail and
as the result

of a kind Is

thought on
t he part of

A n d r

< ioddard.
c w

a

very soon it was installed there, to give
the hoys real happiness.

Square Buhhles

Must all bubbles be ball shaped? We have
all thought so, and square bubbles have

member of been a joke for a long time. But now it is

Enied that microscopic square bubblesthe H.k.C.whose
port r a i r IS

have been made.
Before some reader writes to correct me,

reproduced at let me say that the bubbles are not truly
the side of

these notes.

One d a v
Andrew was struck with the idea of helping lithium floride

square, for a square is Hat, but any bubble
with right-angled corners qualities! They
appear in crystals of a chemical known as

SOI IK l<

have be n irradiated
V

that he could do
fortunate youngsters, and decided with neutrons and n heated. o here

this best by giving his

train set to the bovs in the Home. So he
is a very curious result of what most people
today would call atomic bombardment.

M

The boys of the Hinwick Hall Home for Crippled Boys enjoying fun with their Hornby-Dubla
railway. How they got this h explained on this pa£e.
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Easy Model-Building

Swing and Hammerhead Crane

OR those with only a No. 00 Outfit, the
tessimple Swing shown in Fig. 1 mak a

and when completed it can

to its rear end by the same bolt

used to connect the strip to the Fishplate.

The sidrs of the boom are connected
beset in m<.turn by turning a Crank Handle, together by a Fishplate that is bolted to

Fur the bas* you will need a 5J*x2|* the front lugs of the Double Angle Strips,

Flanged Plate. To the centre hole in each
seatllange of this bolt a 5£* Strip I

by a 2£* Strip attached to Angle Brackets
supported by the Flat Trunnions 7, and by

of the swing is made from two Trunnions a 2 J* Strip 8 attached to the Trunnions 5.

bolted together as shown and connected One of the bolts that i -

by an Angle Bracket to two 2h" Strips 2 used to connect
which arc overlapped two holes and bolted

together. This structure is suspended from

a 3J* Rod 3 that is mounted in the top holes

of the 5J* Strips 1. The 2J* Strips 2 are

held in place on the Rod by two Sprin

Clips and the extent of swing" is limited by
an Angle Bracket 4 that is bulled beneath
the 3|* Rod 3 to the upper Strip 2.

Fix a V Pulley on one end of the 3

Rod 3 and pass a' piece of string round the

Pulley and round a 1* Pulley held in place

on a Crank Handle mounted in the second
holes of the 5 J* Strips 1. The Crank Handle
is held in place by a Washer and a Sprin

Clip.

Hammerhead Crane

The neat Crane shown
Figs. 2 and 3 can be built from parts

in Outfit No. 1. To build this model,

first bend two 5±*xli* Flexible

Plates and bolt them together to

form a cylinder as shown. Now
a Bush Wheel 1 to Angle Brackets

bolted to tin- end of theupper
cylinder, and then secure a 2" Rod 2

in the boss of the Bush Wheel. The next
Angle Bracket 3

it to a 5i"x2|*
thing to do is to bolt an

to the cylinder and fix

Flanged Plate, which forms the base of the

Crane. Now take another Angle Bracket 4

and bolt it to the Flanged Plate so that its

upright lug is inside the cylinder. This

serves to steadv the assembly.
To make each side of the Crane jib or

boom, bolt a BV Strip and a 2|" Strip to a

y

Fig. 1 A model Swing made up from parts in Outfit

No. 00.

to the Trunnions must be used to support

also a A* Reversed Angle Bracket 9. Now
the 2" Rod 2 through the Reversed

the Strip 8 and the
1* Pulley on the Rod is

pass
A n l • le

Trunnions
Bracket

.

5. A
Trunnion 5 as shown. Now fix a Fishplate used to hold the boom in place.

to the outer end of the 2 A* Strip, and
arrange a m

A Crank Handle is mounted in the Flat

-up strip 6 between the Trunnions 7 and is held in place by two

Fishplate and the outer end of the 5 J* Strip. 1* Pulleys. Cord tied to the Crank Handle

This made-up strip is formed from a 5£* is passed over a V Rod 10. and a small

Strip and a 2J
/f x£* Double Angle Strip Loaded Hook is fastened to the end of

bolted together, and a Flat Trunnion 7 is the Cord.
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pruport tonal to the
relative number of teeth in the
two gears. In the case we have
mentioned the driving power is

increased threefold, and the
gearing has a ratio of 3 to 1.

In order to make the best

use of gears it is advisable
to know the various ratios,

or relative shaft speed - that result
J-

from any iilVrn combination.
Luckily it is quite easv to find

these ratios for any two spur,

bevel or contrate gears, and it is

alwavs found in the same manner
as ows

.

The speed ratio of any two

Fig. 2. Outfit

No. 1 contains
all the parts

needed to
build this
Hammerhead

Crane.

shafts carrying meshing spur,

bevel or contrate gears is found by
dividing the number of teeth in

n larger i^ear by the number of

one. If weteeth in the sine

have,
carry in --

for example, a driving

a
shaft

teeth and we
Parts required to build the Hammerhead

Crane: 4 of No. 2; 4 of No. 5; 3 of No. 10;

6 of No, 12; 2 of No. 17; 1 of No, lv>s; 3 of

No.

arrange
25

it to drive a

Pinion, which has

50-tooth Gear on a second shaft, the ratio

from this arrangement is 50
divided bv 25, which is 2 to I. This means

1 of No, 24; 2 of No. 35; 28 of that the |* Pinion will have to make two
No. 37a; 24 of No. 37b; 4 of No. 38; 1 of revolutions to turn the 50-tooth Gear
No. 40; 2 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 52; 1 of through one revolution, so that the driving
No. 57c; 4 of No. 111c; 1 of No. 125; 2 of shaft will rotate at twice the speed of the

No. 126; 2 of No. 126a; 2 of No. 189.

Parts required to build the Model Swing:
2 of No. 2; 2 of No. 5; 2of No. 12; 1 uf No. 16;

other. If we reverse the positions of the
two ecars so that the 50-tooth Gear is on
the driving shaft the ratio also will be

1 of No. 19s; 2 of No. 22; 4 of No. 35; reversed and will then be 1:2.

7 of No. 37a; 7 of No. 37b;

1 of No. 52; 2 of No. 126.

>
of No 38;

I'seful Gearing Notes

The Meccano svstem includes another
type of gear known as a Worm. The Worm
is of the non-reversing type, and therefore

must always be used as the driver when
meshed with other Gears. Whenever a

One very important purpose of gearing Worm is meshed with a Pinion, Gear or

is to enable one shaft to drive a second at a Contrate, the

different speed. Suppose, for example, determined
we place a 19-tooth |" diam. Pinion (Part

No. 26) on one shaft and engage it with a
57-tooth Gear on another, and turn the
former. The shaft carrying the 57-tooth
Gear will then revolve at one third the

of the shaft carrying the Pinion.

ratio is always
number of teeth in the

meshing Gear, the Worm being rated as 1

.

Fig,

the
3, The boom of
Hammerhead
Crane.

process is known
the

as

"stepping down
speed. If we require

increase we reverse the positions

of the two gears.

The great value

of a speed
reduction gearing
is that a. drive of

greater power is

obtained, the
increase in power
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1 T 1 1 the ever increasing membership
f the Dinky Toys Club my daily p a i

.

n t c d
which are

to
correspondence becomes ever greater. It represent a

is very gratifying to learn from these letters main runway,
taxi track and

•A

ingeniousliuw

means of playin

mem hers are in devismg

g with their Dinky Toys, a

the planning of the

tine model airport seen in the picture at tin

1a example
tarmac apron.
The intervening

s e l a r e

foot of this page.
p .i c

painted with
Here is the story of this airport. Some green enamel to

for antime ago a young boy went by air

Easter trip to France with his hither, and

as a result of

represent grass

The buildings

experience he became a n -
1 ban gars

very keen to possess a model airport were- made from

himself. The outcome was t hat he managed sheet strawboard

his lather, Major N. St. G. cut with a sharp
knifeof the 1st Bn. The Kiri^ 's Own modelling

Norman Plant, Stafford, a
happy 12-year-old member

of the Club.

Royal Kegt. to build up a miniature airport

complete with main terminal buildings,

hangars and servicing depots from which

a licet of Dinky Toys aircraft could operate.

This very attractive layout IS assembled oq Toys aircraft are mat

a hardwood baseboard 6 ft. X 4 ft., parts of Dinky Toys models, such as the York and

and covered with
model brick and tile paper to give a

realistic effect. The scale of the buildings

is the same as that to which the Dinky
Some of the

*

Part of Ihe
modelfine

airport con-
structed by
Major N, St,

G, Cribbon
his son.

details

of it arc given
on this page.

Some

K
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Viking aircraft, were
repainted with 'he
colouring and lettering of

LTC ha:S been a

well-known companies,
ofso that a variety-

aircraft of several
different companies is

available to give the

airport a t r n 1 y
international
appearance.

In the picture on page

234, a Swissair Viking

tan be seen travelling

past the main terminal

building, while parked
on the apron is a B.O.A.C.

Comet and an Airwork
York* A road roller can
also be seen moving out

to repair part of the

clamour from -<>me
Dinky Toys en asts

recently for models of
W

some of the outstan
American cars, ami this

nuinth I am able to

announce a s new
Dinky Toys reproduction

of the well-known Nash
Rambler, which is one of

popular cars in the
1 1 hasUnited

most
es.

ctive styling

and a luxurious interior,

ami as it has 80 cu. ft. of

storage space for luggage

and parcels, etc., it serves

the dual

runway tarmac.

This cheerful gentleman is T. Meyrick of

Nelson, Glam., one of the Club's most
enthusiastic members.

private

motoriii

pur
J
lose

busin

of

and
for which it is

primarily designed, with

thisI am illustrating

lavout. and iriviusi some details of how it

ompletr success. Among

was made, in

giving
order

the special features of this attractive and

to show the useful vehicle arc imk coil

possibilities for fun that the Dinky Toys
aircraft models can provide when used in

conjunction with an airport. Every Dinky
Joys owner can follow this examp

suspension on all wheels, power brakes and
can be

eve I \

power steering, The front s

folded back to form beds, so

is ideal for week-ending in the country or
ca r

at the seaside.

\ glance at the Dinky Toys model, which
is shown below, will reveal its distinctive

interest can be obtained from much more shape a nd outline, in 010aiding which every

if lie cannot make up such a splendid layout

as the one Major N. St. Q. Gribbon has

built for his son, £>uite a lot of fun and

simple and smaller constructions that li*

well within the capacity ol any
has been taken to follow the actual

keen

youn and in course of

time extensions
additions will

such layout nearer
pvrfectiun.

The new Nash Rambler P

Pinky Toys No. 173. It

has fully glazed plastic

windows*

An attractive Dinky Toys model
of the Fiat 600 car. It is new this

month and is listed as Dinky Toys
No. 183.
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This town layout scene Is full of errors, as mentioned on this paue. See if you can spot them.

car as as possible. This fine new available in two attractive colour finishes,

Dinky Toy is listed as Dinky Toys No. 173,

and it is the second to have fully-glazed

light green with silver radiator grille an-

1

and bright red, also with silver

plastic windows and windscreen. It is a radiator grille and bumpers. Both models
truly beautiful model, available in two have plastic wheels.
different colour finishes. In the ttr>t the And now I've got a for you.

Dinkv Tovcar body is finished in light blue with bright Just take a glance at the
red flashes. The wheels are grcv and the road scene shown in the illustration at the
radiator grille and bumpers aluminium, and
there are orange-coloured rearlights. In
the second colour

page At first sight you will

me the body is an ordinary
think it is just another picture of

Tovs miniature town,
_

finished in salmon pink with blue flash's but. look a'ijain and study it carefully, 1

1

and the are stone coloured. The you do this I shall be very surprised if you
rear lights are red and the grille and do not come to the conclusion that whoever
bumpers aluminium. was responsible for th<- layout must hav<
The second new Dinky Toy that has been crazy, for the scene and the placing

e its appearance this month is a pleasing of the various cars, pedestrians, etc. is
~~

*

peculiar to say the least. Actually thelittle model of the rear-engined Fiat 600
Saloon. It is listed as Dinky Tovs No
and can be seen in the illustration at the

183 scene is bristling with errors, and it is these

mistakes that I wan' sou to try to spot,

foot of page 235. The actual car on which You will find it ^reat fun and you will need
our model is based is well-established
rear-engined type and is extremely nippy
and economical in service. It has a 633 c.c.

\\ it h

to ve sharp eyes and to go over the
re very carefully if you are to find

every
obvious

error. Some of the are

but others are more subtle.O.H.V. 4-cylinder engine, with a
compression ratio of 7,5, and develops Anyway, I am sure you will have a lot of

22 b.h.p. at 4,600 r.p.m. It has a four-speed fun trying to them out, and I will

gear-box with well-chosen gear ratios, and give small prizes for the best lists sent in

these provide brisk acceleration and a good
cruising speed tor such a small car.

to

hunting
me by the end of June. So happy

till I am back with vou next
Dinky Toys No. 183. Fiat 600 Saloon, is month.
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Here we have Ian Robson
busy with his Hornby layout,

compact affair mounted on a baseb

Just Playing Tra ns

nrHlS month 1 have the ideas of two a keen interest in the railway and its

1 n iders on layouts to pass on. The first working.

of these rise to the picture above
which shows Ian Hohson of Scarboroutf

busy with ht^ I lornby railway. The layout

is not a particularly big one In fact, it

A development of a similar type of

layout, again with 1 ft. radius curves,

appears in the diagram on the next page.

This lias been evolved by Mr. H. M.

all fits on a baseboard 5 ft. X 3 ft., but it Thompson, of Middlesbrough, for the

is a well planned little railway arranged benefit of his son, but I know that Mr,

with 1 it. radius curves. The line is of the

usual oval formation, but is extended from

the contents of the stamla.nl Train Set

Thompson himself lends an interested hand
ions. This is only to be expectedm

because there is rather more than the

that began it and, as you will see from the usual story of layout development behind

ure, there is a diagonal S-shaped this little railway. Mr. Thompson's own
reverse loop across the centre of the system. interest goes lack to the earliest days of

In this the Robson layout I lornbv Clockwork trains, when he built

> hanged a

resembles that shown in the diagram on up a layout on the attic floor at home, the

the next page, which was developed by rails being screwed down and ballasted.

another reader altogether. But because of Layout conditions have

their similarity I have included

them in our pages this month
will no doubt prove useful and encouraging

to other owners of 1 ft. radius equipment

deal since those days!

An ingenious feature of the engineering

of the line was the fact that a disused bath
chair was disguised as a mountain through

The baseboard of Ian Robson 's railway which the railway m its in the
theis made to divide into two parts for storage tunnel. Of course any derailment in

purposes when the line is not in use. When tunnel i aused quite a lot of embarrassment

railway working is to be carried out the and no doubt some disturbance of the

two sections have to lie bolted together. scenic paper that formed the "mountain"
This work ud the general construction surface. joint operations with the

and scenii eiieets have been carried cut b\ aid of friends and their engines and stock

lan's father, Mr. A. A. Robson, who takes became the rule and there were, as might
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Part of a Hornby layout with a local train running alongside a busy road, on which there is plenty of
Dinky Toys motor traffic.

he expected, some exciting moments. m 1 1 s t concentrate on their jobs if traffic is

So the present system follows a more or to work smoothly and without mishap.
distinguished predecessor, theequipment The layout shown is not built up on a
which is still in use elsewhere, and the baseboard, but it is the practice to assemble

train running that is possible on it must l>e it each time train running is to be carried
it times no entertaining than
experienced in earlier days. This is apparent
when it is realised that the layout is in

fact a combination of the "figure 8" type
of system and the continuous oval main
line, including as well the popular S-shaped
diagonal loop. The owner points out that

not fit exactly, but the
- pun. in- ip down

of practical

m

the
discrepancy wh
is very small

out. In order to assist the "platelayers"
ir operations a good clear plan has

been prepared, hence the diagram that you
see below. This scheme of having a favourite
layout drawn up in plan form is a good one,
as mistakes in putting down a system can
occur, even if one has used the same

way several times over, I think that
most of us have our favourite plan, or

ps several plans, that we frequently
consequence. This is because the system is employ, and it is wise to set them down in
la i rl y

9 ft. 6 in. in

the running

extensive and requires a diagram form
ih. AVidth required over railway is to be

reference when the
next time.

lines only is approximately
3 ft. 9 in. but if an additional 1 it. in width
is available then the Turntable line shown
can be included. With a variety of routes be of considerable benefit, as would be Un-
available it is possible to work two trains case also with the Level Crossing if this
together on the railway, but those detailed were introduced. Where rails and track

This is the type of system where the
scheme mentioned last month for anchoring
the Turntable to the adjacent rails would

to work the accessories are much the
Points have

time
tend

jo do
become slack and unless there is

some method of holding the rails firmly
rmmW mm

tog ier one or two open
joints may develop in the
cou &*— .^

of running and

A layout developed by H, M. Thompson, Middlesbrough, using 1 ft. radiui
equipment. Raits required: 7 Al, 3 Al|, 11 Bl, 5 Bi, 2 Bi, 1 CA1, 3 PL1,

2PR1, INo. 2 Turntable.

derailment will follow. It

is not difficult to keep the
rail ends in good condition
by pinching in the web of
i he rail in order to restore
the hollow rail head to its

original shape and size.

A small pair of pliers is

essential for this and the
time spent in such
maintenance will not be

but be careful not
squash" the rail head

itself.
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Of Genera

RKAI.WlKS will remember the
account given in the January

1958 MM. by Mr. F. W. Robins
of the new style in folk museums,
which are not stiff, dull collections

of old things, but are actual

reproductions of the surroundings
of people of former times, showin
exactly how they lived. Some of

these museums are not particular! v

concerned with old things, A good
example is the one at Skansen, in

Sweden, which includes an
encampment of the Lapps, the
somewhat primitive people who A Lapp encampment In the folk museum at Skansen, Sweden,

live in the most northerly parts of
Photograph by F. W, Robin*.

Norway, Sweden and Finland.
Modem conditions are forcing tlie Lapps

to abandon some of their traditional ways
of life. Nowadays there is a tendency for

thi-in to livi' in

ier than in

per

tents and
e log houses
turf huts. Tin

encampment at Skansen will help to
preserve our knowledge of their former
homes and customs.

An Unusual Pulpit

Here in our second illustration too is

something unusual, this time the pulpit
in a church, that of St. Nicholas at Arundel,
Sussex. It is remarkable in two ways. To

is odd. as it is onin with its position

A pulpit in an unusual position. Its story is told

in the accompanying notes by R. J. Meadway,
Arundel, who sent in this photograph.

the altar side of the choir. The reason for

this is that until about 80 years ago there
was a part of the building farther to the

east. This has been shut off, for spe< ial

reasons, but the pulpit remains where it

wus although this is not in accordance with
normal church practice.

The second peculiarity of this pulpit is

its stone canopy. There are others with
stone canopies in England, but only two
that date from the times before the
Reformation. The St. Nicholas church
pulpit is one of them.
The pulpit has three richly carved sides

and it is interesting to note, as can be seen
from the lower picture on this page, that
the internal vaulting is of the fan type.
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Among Builders
By "Spanner

a

ac- - xm j»i ~r *u- \i 11 mechanism is shown fitted with a pivotedA Fine Model of the Vanwall
stub ax ,e am , & shoul() ^ quite *^ lo

The famous British Van wall racing car arrange a suitable steering mechanism. The
has provided Mr. Pierre Munon, Imbermais suspension makes use of a Tension Spring,

par with a most attractive and the arrangement is on a
subject for a model and as will be seen from suggestion sent to me by Mr. W. H. Coffin,

the illustration
reproduced on this page,
he has made a most
satisfactory job of it.

The model is built to
scale and with a few
exceptions, notably the
cockpit surround and
the exhaust manifold, it

from

A most attractive

the famous Vanwall
by Mr.

Imbermais
Car,
Munon,

Dreux, France,

is built

Meccano parts.

The streamlined shape
of the actual car has been
well-reproduced by

of thejudicious curving
andbody plating the

m anism of

the car,

unable
which I am

to illustrate
unfortunately, comprises
a mass of intricate and

arrogate

links

pivoted
of the

thought-out detail work. The
addition of the name "Yanwall" to the

model completes a very tine piece of work Bolt. The Pivot

system are
Cranks, each of which is mounted freely on
the plain section of the shank of a Pivot

• theirare

that d< es its builder t credit. nuts to a 1|* Corner Bracket, which is

Independent Suspension System
bolted firmly to the
vehicle.

of the model

Fig 1 illustrates a type of

independent suspension mechanism
desi

of

1 for the front wheels
model vehicle The

A b" Bolt 1 is screwed into the boss of the
lower Crank, and is prevented
from unscrewing by a nut
tightened against the
A second nut holds one end of

a Tension Spring against the
head of the J" Bolt 1, and the
other end of the Spring is

bolted to a 1" Corner Bracket
attached to the chassis.

stub axle is a 1
*

Fig. 1 . An
independent
suspension system
for the front
wheels of a model
vehicle devised by
W. H. Coffin,

Harrogate.

Screwed Rod 2 fixed bv a nut
in a centre tapped hole of a
Coupling. The Coupling must
be free to turn on a I J* Rod 3,

which is held tightly in two
Collars, Each Collar Is

screwed on to the end of a
bolt fixed in one of the Cranks
by a nut. The bolts in the
Cranks must not grip the 1£*

Rod, which should be held in
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Fig. 2, A drive reversing mechanism
built up without the use

fears. It was suggested
y H. H. Taylor,

Huddersficld.

the Double Bracket. Two
further 1* Pulley Wheels
10 arc fixed to a Crank
Handle 11. The two sets

of Pulleys are connected
to each other with 1 >riving

Bands, one open, and one
crossed

.

amovui- the

9

5

3£* Strip, the Rod 7 takes
the drive
the 1

-

either of

Wheels.

8

When the Coupling is in

us cent nil position neutml
is obtained.

Three Speed and Reverse
Gear-box

Andreas Konkoly, Budapest, wrote to
recently enclosing photographs of a

compact three-speed and reverse gear-box
built. I am reproducin h e

the Collars by their Grub Screws.

A Gearless Reversing Mechanism

find the mechanism inte

Fig. 2 shows a
mechanism that can be built up without

gears of any kind. Two 5|"x2£'

drive reversing in their own work

photographs here as I think that readers will

and will

probably be able to pick out a few points

of construction that they might like to use

usin

The gear box casing is made up from two
3$* Flat Girders connected
Brackets and tour

I'V Aug If

Hal Girders. TinFlat Plates 1 and 2 are bolted to a
5 A* x 2 1* Flanged Plate 3, and supported at input shaft is supported in on-' end of the

aa l m m. a. - «- a I w _ -m _ ^b. _b i _

the top by a 2|* Strip 4 attached with Angle
. On a 5* Rod 5, mount two

a li"x|* Double Angle
a Fork Piece, a V diani.

Pulley Wheels loosely; between them Gear, a &* Pinion, a f* Pinion and another
secure a Coupling 6. A 1" Rod 7 is fixed

centrally in the Coupling. A |* Bolt is

Pinion. The output shaft carries two
J* Pinions, ai"x $" Pinion, a I* diam. Gear

placed in each boss of the Pulley Wheels, a J* Pulley and another k* Pinion
and
A

in place a nut.
Reversed Angle Bracket i

bolted to each Flat Plate, their free

lugs running in the grooves of the
Pulleys. A 3£* Strip is iock-nutted
to a'l'xl*
shown and a
also lock-nutted to th
Collars ;

con-
by A.

o n K o 1 y
Budapest.
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An Liner

Fine oae or u tf ft No.

LL the parts required
to build the attractive

liner sltown in Fiy
contained in Meccano
Outfit No. 5.

The hull of the si

made up
Plates of

of Flexible

different

being

shapes and sizc^
bolted together, the
construction on
both side-

the same.
The bows of

the shi p
consist of two
2f 11" Tri-

a n u 1 a r

xibJe Plates

bolted together
\v i th .i Bolt

from the

No, 5.

Fig. 1.

model Ocean
Liner can be buiK

parts in Meccano Outfit

Along the upper edges
of the Flexible Plates a I2A* Strip is bolted

***.

to another 12

A

the ship with a
A 5rx2£*

t tIt

on the other side of

r b
Flexible Plate is bolted to

the Triangular Piatt 1 and to the 12V* Strip.
Another 5^x2** Flexible Plat,

to the end o£ (his Flexible P
is bolted
e and in

turn one half of a Hinged Flat Plate 1 is

t*x2|* Flexible Plate andiioittvi to the 5h

The hull is strengthened on each side by
two 12 A* Strips bolted to the bottom edges
of the Flexible Plates, on the inside. In
the bows ol the ship a Flanged Sector
Plate ,'* is bolted to the 12£" Strips at their
fifth and thirteenth holes by its flanges.
Two 2\" Strips are bolted upright in the

holes
12$* Strip respectively
2|" Strips two 2£*x |* Double Angle Strips
are bolted. Two 1"

thirteenth and fourteenth of the
At the tops of these

X 1 \i<le Brackets 4

to the 12|
w
Strip. The latter is bolted to

another 12J* Strip overlapping five holes.

Two 5£*x 1}* Flexible Plates are bolt d
together parallel and are attached to the
Hinged Flat Plate 1 and to the 12|* Strip. Formed Slotted Strips are bolted to form
Kext a 2rx2i* Flexible Hate is bolted to the curved front of the bridge. The roof is

are bolted together and arc attached to the
Sector Plate, and to them three-

is made up of two
The stern
I

T-section
the hull and to the 12T Strip.

2|*x2J
fl

Curved Plates 2. A 5J* Strip is curved and
attached to the hull by Fishplates as shown,

3

a 2 A* Stepped Curved Strip, whi h is bolted
to the upper Tx I* Angle Bracket. Another
2|* Strip 5 is bolted to the hull by its

middle hole.

15

<

Fig. 2. The interior of the hull of the Ocean Liner.
an *
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On eac 1

1

nl the hull a 12
if

\ngle

Girder 6 is lxjlted in the second hole of the

5 and is fastened at its othero <t
> trips

end by a Fishplate to the hull. One of

l is also fastened at its centre to the

hull by a 1 T Strip, The 12J* Angle Girder

is connected to the hull by a 2£* Strip. The 1

upper deck, to which the funnel is fixed, is

a 5j*x2£" Flanged Phite, and it is extended
towards the steru by a 4|*x2|*
Plate 7. The latter is supported by four

Double brackets 8 and the stern v\n\ of

deck is closed in by means of a 2|* Strip 9

bolted to two of the Double Brackets as

shown.
The funnel consists of two 2|*x I J*

Flexible Plates and t wo • » i x ir
Triangular Flexible Plates. It is attached

to the deck by means of an Angle
The wireless cabin is represented

Double Bent Strip 10. The superstructure

at the stern end of t be upper deck consists

f two Trunnions bolted together. One ol

the Trunnions is bolted to Angle Brackets

1 1 which in turn are bolted to the deck.

('

Two 2T Strips and a 2.J*X \" Double
An^lc Strip 12 are fixed by Angle Brackets

to the Trunnions.
In the bow of the ship two 3J* Strips 13

are bolted together and to the

12J* Strips by Fishplate.. Two 2f Strips

are bolted to the Flanged Sector Plate.

At the stern the deck filled in by a
Semi-Circular Plate and a 4 A* x2T Flexible

Plate 14. These are bolted to two 2^'xi"
Double Angle Strips 15. The stern deck-

house is formed by a 2£*x \\" Flanged

Plate and two 2Tx k" I )ouble Angle Strips.

and is attached"to two Angle Brackets at

its rear end, and these in turn are

to the deck. The fore-mast consists of a
5* Rod and a 3|* Rod joined by a Rod
Connector. The crows nest is a |" Pinion.

The aft mast consists of a 4£* Rod joined

to a 3£* Rod by a Rod and Strip Connector.

The fore-mast is held in the boss of a Bush
Wheel IH fixed underneath the Flanged
Sector Plate. The rear mast i- fixed in the

boss of a 57-tooth Clear 17 bolted to the

underside of the 4£*x 2
J* Flexible mate 14.

The model is completed by arranging

rigging s as shown

Parts required to build the Ocean Liiu-r: 8 of N
1 of No. 2; 2 of No. 3; 12 of No. 5; 2 of No. 6a;

No. 8; 7 of No. 10; 4 of No. U ; 9 «f No. 12; 2 of No.

1 of No. 15; I of No. 15a; 2 of No. 16; 1 of No
i of No. 25a; I of No. 27d; 96 of No. 37a; 93 of No.
2 ui No. 38; ! of No. 40; 1 of No. 48; 7 of No.
1 of No. 51; 1 of No. 52; I of No. 54: I of No.

2 of No. 1 1 la; I of No. 1 tic; 2 of No. 126; 1 of No.
3 of No. 1H8; 4 of No. 189; 3 of No. 190; 2 of No.
4 of No. 192; I of No. 198; 2 of No. 200; 1 of No.

o. 1:

2 of

12a;

. 24:
37b;
48a
9na;

191:

9
212

I of No. 213; 1 of No. 214; 3 of No. 215; 4 of No. 221.

Fig, 3. A st mi-plan view of the

Ocean Liner-

stern decks of the

2
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erMo Buildiing Competition

List of Prize-winners

UK full lists of prize-winners in the
September MrK.lt/l-Builrlinq (jmiprutioii

are as follows:

Section A

Ten Prizes, each of 5J-: J. Holmes, Epsom College;
B* H. Avery. Lymington; L, HoJcroft, Durban, South
Africa; G. F. Harm!. Montreal, Canada; H. Ftincke,
Zwolle, Holland; j, MrXUly, Nottingham; H. I.

Halliday, London S.B.t.5; J. A. Bursty, Hung Kong;
P. Lauder, Bath; I, C. Gentles. Leeds 8,

First Prize: W. and J. Stoss«, Antwerp, Belgium.
Second Prize: J. S, Goulding. WiJmsIow. Third Prize:

I", and M. Mahricn, Esch on the Alzette, Luxembourg,
In looking through the entries I w;

greatly impressed by the very high standard
iVn Prizes, each of ta;-: K. L. H,iyn^ Taunton; oi workmansl ip and degree of originality

exhibited in many of
the models that won
the chief awards. It is

a long time since I saw
so many entries of such
outstanding merit, and
I would like to
congratulate.-

competitors
all

who
succeeded in winning
prizes. To do so in a
contest such as this, in

which the general level

of the entries was so
high, is a very
creditable achievement,
A few of the models are
illustrated on this and
the opposite page, and
I am sure that they will

have much interest for

readers generally.

Two brothers, W-

The Mechanical Coal Handling Plant that won First Prise in Section A for W. and
« Slosse, Antwerp.

and j. Slosse, Antwerp,
who are acted 11 and 10

respectively, combined
their Outfits and built

L, Doctors, Sydney, Australia; R. J. O'Brien, Lismore;
i\ Heathcote, Sheffield; S. Adams. Ipswich; K m J.
Paddc?n, New Milton; W, G, Roberts, Worcester;
I. M. Blair, \\ hangarei, New Zealand; J. Lauder, Hath;
S. Edwards, West Wickham.

Ten Prizes, each of 5/-: M. Ash, Oakhampton;
A. M Donald, S. Queensft-rry; B. Tisdall, Kingston
Hill; D. Howlett, Hull; J Campbell St. Leonards-oa-
Sea; P, Bedell, Dublin; C. Mashedcr, Braintree;
K, Gillings, Reading; F. Buxton. Huntingdon;

Shields, Lone !on N . \ \ IK

the model of a giant coal-handling
that is shown On this page. Hie model was
awarded First Prize in Section A. and it

K

Section B
First Prize- H. W. Henry, Rochester. Second Prize:

l'.S. William*^Cowdenbeath. Thtrd Mzm EL W t .

Smith, Aberdeen,

Ten Prizes, each of 10/—: A. Zolla, Viterbo, Italy;
S* Reid, Aberdeen; D« J, Morton, Walsall; J a Porter,
Brighton; P. K, Sen, Calcutta, India; B. D, Baxter
Whaugarei, New Zealand; M. S. Welburn, Birmingham
29; H* Van Der Meer, Bodegraven, Netherlands;
G, H. Didcock, \\ allfngford: B W. Rowe, Newton
Abbot,

follows as closely as possible the design of
the real plant. It has bucket chain ladders
that dig the coal out of railway wagons and
carry it up to a belt convevor installed in

the upper part of the machine, and this

transports the fuel to the power station

boiler house. The strength and neatness of

the construction are two very outstanding
features and combined with the originality

of the subject were largely responsible for

the high success the model achieved in this

Contest.

One of the entries that pleased me most
of all was a really splendid model of a
('.unit Vertical Bonn- and Turning Mill

that was illustrated in the April 1
L»54 iU.il/.
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of
A finely detailed working model

a giant Boring and Turning
Mill, which was built by Mr,

H. W. Henry, Rochester, and was
awarded First Prize in Section B.

actually carries

the tool holder.

These rams can
set at anv

driving

up to 30
degrees on either

side of the
vertical position,

each has its own
Theinutur.

fourth motor is used to

drive the large work-
table and is situated

at the rear of the

machine.
The can be

driven either continuously in one direction

or partiallv in a forward direction and then

in reverse. This latter drive is operated

This very attractive model is shown at the

top of this page and it is a fine achievement

for its builder, Mr. II. W. Henry. Rochester,

Kent. The actual machine weighs about entirely automatically. Older readers will

n .lice that Mr. Henry has used one of the

pre-war Meccano Geared Roller Races

167a), not now available, tu form

650 tons, and is capable of machinin
other pieces of work up to

140 tons in weight. The wurktable is 41 ft

in diameter. The machine was made in

England for a Canadian Company and is

used for making hydro-electric equipment. September Contest, but one of them
_ _ M IH -1 A J 1 I I M_ *_ ! _M. MM

I he Meccano model includes in its

(Part

the worktable.
There were not many ship models in the

which

rned the Second Prize in Section B,ea

construction four electric motors. One of scored a truly well-earned success, for it is

them, that seen at the top of the machine, one of the best of its type that I have seen

slides thai the
drives the vertical movement of the cross- for a long time. It is a six-foot model of

the fast a n t i -

.. submarine frigate
H.M.S. Termagt nt, an

d

it is shown in the lower

tools through a screw

near mechanism. Each
cross-slide carries a tool

saddle fitted with a

hexagon ram which

illustration on this

page lO»nt. on paw 256]
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no Mod Building
w n
Picture Contest

m petition

W IT 1 1 i he return of the longer evenings, and type of parts in its construction. There
and consequently greater opportunities are hundreds of subjects suitable for

outdoor fun and games, we realise that pictures and I can assure readers that it is
model-builders have less time than during great fun making them up. Those who w,sh
the winter to indulge in model construction to do so may increase the realism of tb'ir
indoors. In view of this, and to provide a pictures
suitable indoor occupation for the last hour

by the cardboard
round in suitable colours. For

or so before bedtime, or for a rainy das', we instance, in the picture illustrated the
have arranged a special
and
o f

novel form
c c a n o

Competi tion . This offers

a welcome change from
ordinary model-
building and is just the
thing to while away
a pleasant hour. or so.

On this paije appear
a picture of a Meccano
sailing ship passing a

headlmd carrying a
lighthouse. This picture
including the frame, is

made entirely from
simple Meccano parts
bolted to a piece of
cardboard that serves
as a background. Only
a very few parts have

used, yet a most
realistic effect has been
obtained.

It will readily be
seen that there is great
scope making other

This framed picture of a
»f cardboard, illustrates

sailing ship, made up of Meccano parts bolted to a piece
the requirements oi the novel Compvtiii'.n .mnounced

attractive pictures by
page

this means, and in this Competition we are
a number of Cash Prizes for the

sea was blue and the sky white.
But novelty and ingenuity in the Meccano

most interesting and novel Meccano pictures picture is what will chiefly be looked for.
T he Gmade by readers, inc competition is open

to readers of all ages, and details of the
When the picture is comi

m m — - _ -

i make a
good sketch of it, or have a phot

prizes are given m the panel at the foot of taken, and send this to Meccano Picture
this page. Competition. Meccano Limited, Binns Road,
Competitors may make any kind of Old Swan, Liverpool 13. Write your name

picture they like and may use any number and address clearly on back of the

PRIZES OFFERED IN

First Prize, Cheque for
Second Prize , Cheque for
Third Prize. Cheque for
Fifteen Prizes, each of
Fifteen Prizes, each of

Closing date for Entr

*

m m

• *

* *

£ s, d.

5 5
3 3
2 2

10

S

entry, in^ your age.
Entries must be posted in time to reach

Liverpool not later than 31st July next.
All prize-winners will be notified by letter
as soon as possible after the closing"date of
the Competition. Prize-winning entries
become the property of Meccano Ltd., but
unsuccessful entries will be returned it a
stamped addressed envelope is sent.
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Clu Branc News

WITH SECRET
Melbourne MX. Member Sets Out to See the World
A few clays ago I received a most tab resting tetter

from Mr- Leonard Ison, the Leader and S' cretary of
the Melbourne MX., in Australia. After reviewin
Club progress, he told me that their oldest member,
Bruce Thompson, was about to leave Australia on a
two-year working holiday trip to Europe arid Great
Britain, accom panic d by a companion. Bruce, now 21
joined the CltiD in Aiuust 1949, and has contributed
much to the success of the meetings v his able
demonstrations of Meccano

model submarine has been distna idled, and members
tre now busy constructing a r* •» •! horn a ,fblue print"

bv members A, Firman md R. Young.
Sareiary: Mr. A. J. Nicholson, 213 Sultan lioad,

Buckland, Portsmouth.
St. Thom\s ( xetbr-J MX.—Membership has

increased
t
and mi • tings are very well attended. A new

Committee has been appointed, under whom Meccano
model-building has regained its leading position
anii»tig Club activities. Mndela in hand include a tar^

doekslde crane, a miniature gas works, and a windmill
(for grinding flour). Secretary; p. Morgan, 33 Cowick
Road, Si. Thumas, Exeter,

in -j tie Is and railwaymodel
equipment.

1 am delighted to team that
while in Kngland, Bri -intends
to visit Liverpool and see the
Meccano factory, and he is

assured of a cordial welcome
here. He will return to

Australia with the distinction
of being the first member of the
Melbourne MX. to visit Guild
Headquarters and "report
me in person/' as Mr. I sou so
aptly puis it!

H.R.C. BRANCH RECENTLY
INCORPORATED

No. 567. St, Albans and
North Port Railway
(Australia). — Clrairmar. Mr.
George Edwin Skillcr, 1 76 Grand
Parade, Kogarah, New South
Wales, Australia.

PROPOSED CLUB
Smi TBW1CK. — Mr. K. J.

Fletcher, Gkndene
t
8 I London-

derry Lane, Sniet h wick 4 I

,

Staffs,

LAUNCESTON MX. ANNUAL
EXHIBITION

AUSTRALIA
Keith
from

Ml-LIKH'KNE
Turton, who emigrated
Britain a few years ago and is

now an active member of this

t lub, recently arranged a

programme of train running
with a British setting as far as
l>ossilde. Tli*- stations on the
layout were named after well-

known British stations, and the
x presses given the titles of

certain British named trains,

British pictures and posters on
the Wed Is helped to create the
desired atmosphere. At one
meeting a member, Bruce
Thompson, brought along a
Meccano clock driven by a
Meccano clockwork motor,
which kept time for SO min. on
<>ue winding. Secretary: L. Ison.

8 H ayes Start, Morthcote M.16,
Victoria. Australia

BRANCH NEWS
Roger Thome, Secretary of the Launccston
MX. This Cornish Club, now four years
old, is already noted locally for its fine

exhibitions.

Wkston
SruooL.
writing,
c o u c ( 1

1
i rating

construction of an

HOY>" GRAMMAR
\t the; time of

the Branch i s

I he

The Launceston M.C. will

hold their fourth Annual Eathihil n on Thursday,
1st May, in St. Marys Hall, Launceston, Cornwall,
from 3 p.m. to 8 p.m. It will be opened bv the Mayor
of Launceston. Admission: Adults, I/-; Children, 6d.
rh»T- will be a working Hornby-Dublo layout and
excellent displays of Meccano models; model aircraft—
including round- the- pole flights; woodwork; and
many Other hobbies,

CLUB NOTES
NEWTOWN School (Wam:rkor \ MX.— A visit to

thr W.trrford Iron founders w^ ruosi inter ting, and
members saw l<Livhunt cddkeis bein^ made, enamelled
and "baked." Plans arc in hand for an Exhibition at

Whitsuntide, and members are being given a frei

choice of subj t for their models. Well-wishers have
presented to the Club a 6v\ electric motor and some
Meccano. Secretary: J. Gillespie, Newtown School,
Wat" rford

t
Hire.

Milk End (Portsmouth) M.C
a peat success. Among those present
Pikher, an ex-member who has been made an Honorary
member of tht Club. The Exhibition in February last

was not as well attended as previous events of tin-

kind} but there was i good display of models [ h

1 * The Club party was
was brian

o n
00 gauge

layout n a baseboard
8 ft, 4 ft. The members have

been iiimsI helpful ju pooling their spare rails, and it

may be possible to complete the track without havin
to draw upon Branch funds to purchase rails. A varie
programme is I ing drawn up, Secretary: D. Hough,
"OverhiH", Lower Down Road, Portishead, nr. Bristol.

Fhathi kstonk Castle (Haltwhistj.e). — Good
rogress is b nip made, and funds are being raised to
uy additional equipment for an enlarged Branch

layout. Secretary: F# W. Clark- Lowes, Hillbrow School,
Feat herstone ( astle^ Halt whistle, Northumberland,
Aviary (Leeds).— In order to relieve congestion

round the layout during track operations! the
experiment has been tried of dividing the members
into two groups. During tie first half of the meeting
one group operates the Branch railway and the other
group, in another room, have a railway quiz or some

er entertainment* At half-time the groups chang
oyer. Under Secretary: I. \L Pountney, 1 Alley <tn>ve,

Arrnh >\ Leeds 12, Yorkshire.
rsns Bar. There was a full attendance at the

Annual General Meeting. Plans for the Spring
programme include visits to King's Cross, the Model
Railway Exhibition, and other places of railway
interest. Members are on the lookout for suitable,
larger premises for the Branch. Secretary: R. Woods
I2n The Walk, Potters Bar, Middlesex.
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HORNBY

RAILWAY

COMPANY

By

the

Secretary

Lovely to Look At!

OU have read in previous issues of the in the SD6 series. Like the real wagon, it

M.M. about the Splendid vehicles has plentv of fine detail, even to the extent

of the reproduction of the planking thatalready included in the fine new range of

Hornbv-Du bio rolling stock with moulded forms the floor of the original Thegruoves
bodies. These new vehicles represent a
tremendous advance in really detailed

modelling and the appearance of each in

the plank joints in the Hoot-

are all there!

By the way, it may perhaps surprise you
turn has caused many Hornby- 1 hiblo to read of the presence of planking in a

owners immediately
to enquire ea
what is to come next.

Well, to follow the
20-ton Bulk Grain
Wagon and the 8-ton

Wagon there
SD6

vehicle,

remember that
but

a

is nov the

Goods Wagon, Steel
'1 ype. It represents

a* 13-ton vehicle of

B.R. Standard

This article is concerned with yet another of the

magnificent moulded vehicles of the new SD6
Hornby-Dublo series that model railway
enthusiasts admire so much. All three of those

so far issued can be seen in the goods trains shown
in the pictures at the- head of these pages, and the

completeness and realism of the detail incorporated
in them is well shown by the magnified example

seen in the picture in the circle opposite.

planked floor can be
repaired more easily

one.than a s

Besides, wood can
>:.lllil up to an
enormous amount of

har<l wear, which is

just as well because
wagon floors
undoubtedly have a

design with a welded steel body designed rough time with loads and weather.

for general goods work, and is th. Look at any detail on the real wagons
thing for Hornby-Dublo goods trains. A and see how it appears on the Hornby-

Dublo miniature. For instance, the former
has steel tube* capping round the upper

train with several of these handsome
ions in it will be a splendid sight

on any Hornby-Dublo railway. The wagon edges of the sides and ends, which prevents
"

' * *
" ' damage to the edges of the sheet steel ends

es. And there in the SD6 Good-
this is

A l;a in

is seen in trains in the upper pictures on
these pages, and another view of it appears

on page xii.

Needless to say, the characteristic

Wagon
modelled

and accurately
strengthening on the

appearance of the real vehicle is reproduced end- is looked after by a couple of vertical

exactly in this attractive miniature, which T-section stanchions, and too are

in finish is well worthy of its predecessors reproduced in remarkable' fashion on the
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Horn by-l)u bio vehicle, even to the rather secured by locking pins and these actually

long taper that reduces the depth of the appear precisely in relief at each end of the
j I * * % + M *T^ til 1 J J ' —3 — _ - — — — - ta_ -h m^ -r- —

^

centre rib of the "Tees" towards the top dummy bar.

In fact, vou can look an ere on the You may wonder what purpose is served

model and vou will find some detail or other by the "blisters that appear on each side

reproduced perfectly. Vou could even and each end of the real wagons. I did

forgiven for thinking that the doors in the when 1 first Saw them. Actually they

side of the vehicle open, although they do represent the inner recesses that are

fittings such as hinges, embossed, as it were, in the lx>dv sides and
members and the movable ends to accommodate rings for use when

doorway that loads have to be lashed in place. Theacross

holds the door shut, all of which suggest housing of the rings in these recesses keeps

this, are so The bar itself is th in neatly out ol the way and they are not

likely to interfere with loads, or to be
damaged themselves

All features and markings are splendidly

reproduced, as can be seen by just glancing

at the small wooden panels on each side

and end for carrying loading

instructions,

numbering.
the

which is done

return
an (

I

the
neatness that we have come to

associate with this new range of goods
stock. The body colour is bauxite
brown and the underframe, which is

Wagon
spoked

Revealed by a magnifying glass! Remarkable detail

such as that of the SD6 Cattle Wagon doors seen in this

photographic enlargement is characteristic of ail the
wagons in this series.

the standard I Iornby-Dublo
base, is black. Mou
wheels are used and they are entirely

in keeping with the appearance of

those on the real wagons.
Don't be satisfied with

about this new Wagon
them for yourself

magnifying glass.

You will then realise that there is the best

of grounds for the claim that nothing as

line in their line has ever been made than
the astonishing moulded vehicles of the
Hornby SD6 series. And more of them
are on the wav!

and
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Busy Times on ers
/

Triangles an Turntables

Layouts

•* are pictures that show how
dillerent Hortibv-Uublo owners have

a Turntable and an engine depot.

The mam Station on the line bears the

built up their systems, each using
items of equipment from the .standard

Hornby- DuMo range, but with different

similar name Crawl >rd its nanielx>anls

labelled bv means of one of the printed

titles that are included with Hornby- 1 >u bio

aims—and results. These erences are ions. Th one selected has the

partly due to varying conditions, but they appropriate blue background to the name
•

are interesting also as showing the elasticity whii h represents a Scottish Region station,

of the Hornbv-Dublo system, which giv- s 'I lie other stations are Lichfield and Overton,

owners plenty ol opportunity to lop also standard names. Of these

Cm
i m -

n t

the
port a

centre, where
most of the

p a s s c n g e r

t r a i n s

c o m plet (their
j ourncys.
Here there
are u n
coupling
arrangements
and a loop;

Dublo layout of Andrew
and Ian WiUo n f

Edinburgh. The tri-

angular layout in the
foreground* is a useful

feature*

which allow
tender

Hornby- engines to be

disposed of
read i 1y . These
make the it-

way to the

engine depot
for turning

and preparation for their next trip. The
empty stork is then disposed of by

we have a view oi a layout that is installed pushed bv a carriage pilot down to one ol

their layouts on individual lines.

So in the lirst illustration, on this page,

in a room that measures 10 ft, square, and the sidings on the former station sit*

otherwise is unoccupied, a very attractive mentioned previously.

Overton is a junction for the branch line

\field. There is in fact a triangular
kind of space to have. In a situation like

this the ideal arrangement is for the railway to

to follow the walls of the room, with the layout near Overton, which makes it readilv

operators working as it wire in a well, or possible for trains to change their direction.

inside the baseboard. And this is

the very scheme that has been ed by
M.M. reader and I lornby-DublO enthusiast

Andrew Wilson and his younger brother

Ian, Edinburgh, the owners of the line.

This is a useful feature in any ease, but is

particularly valuable for trains conveying
the T.P.O. Mail Van, which must ol course

be operated "right way round," according
to whether it is making an up journey or a

which the down one. The necessity for this operation
has of course been mentioned previouslyw-is ten

When the photograph
illustration has been
the layout incorporated four stations, but in these pages and many Hornby- Dublo
changes have taken place since then and owners make use of a triangular layout for

one of the station layouts has been modified turning their T.P.Qs
to turn it into a goods yard with sidings, A special feature of the layout is the
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A busy scene on the

Hornby-Dublo layout of

M. Bell. Groombridgc.

In the centre of the picture

"Bristol Castle" is arriving

through passenger

generous provision of Uncoupling Kails, also are a feature of the layout shown in

This
which make it possible for stock to be left the lower , ustration on ipw*™
in anv siding required, while ermines can be belongs to Brian Mackintosh, of Montreal

. -. » . * L ___ :«» «««. ,«^ whn* Invnut. is on a baseboard with its
in an\
detached from trains on running lines and

when required by the workin
whose is uii a board with its

1

1

control site in the convenient corner A

me.

nun
The permanent situation of the railway

it possible to provide scenic

effects and a certain amount of modelling

has been carried out by laying plaster over

a wire mesh framework to provide banks

and hills. Distant scenery is provided by a

painted background taken round the walls

of the room.
Turn in u arrangements for locomotives

double track main line is provided, with

sidings. This can be seen readily

in our picture and the simple manner in

which the Turntable has been incor

is easily apparent.

A layout of another kind, one that is

situated on the floor of an upper room,

appears in the picture above. This belongs

R. Bl Bell, of Groombridge, who has

secured a most realistic effect with his

i unction station and the extensive
J

that

illustration.
mgs in theappear

An intensive
programme of train operations is

the rule, main line trains with

Restaurant Car and T.P.O. Van
services being available the

result of some of the recent

additions to the Hornby- Dublo

system. That long-distance through

trains feature in the operating

programme will be realised by the

appearance of Hornby-Dublo
Bristol Castle, and a Duchess at the

ict

the
like

same station. The scene in

reproduces
characteristics

somethins of

of places

Shrewsbury, where through inter-

services are regularly

handled and where real Duchesses

and Castles are in evidence.

Freight traffic is heavy and the

number of vans >hown 1n the

Part of the line of Brian Mackintosh, Montreal, showing the

simple but effective manner in which the Turntable has been
incorporated.

sidings suggests that express freight

services are provided on a generous

scale. This of course is in keeping

with modern tendencies, for the

number of fast freight atus

operated in real practice i

constantly increasing.
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You've never seen better selections chan our BARGAIN DISCOUNT APPROVALS. They're the REAL
in sees and singles, Bcollector's choice, with first-class stamps only included and many QE issues

only or Foreign Mixed selections available, all post free one way. We allow
time to keep the approvals. Write today for a trial selection. You're sure

r # Colonials
a generous discount and a longer
to want more!

THE BIRKDALE STAMP CO
104 Liverpool Rd,, Southport, Lanes.

CATALOGUE VALUE 5 A

TO ALL

BRITISH

APPLICANTS

COLONIAL
FOR OUR
APPROVALS

ENCLOSING 3d. STAMP

BARGAIN OFFER
BRITISH WEST INDIES
25 DIFFERENT!/- PKT.
40 DIFFERENT 5/- PKT.

SMITH SON
81 Redbreast Road, Bournemouth

FREE ! GEORGE CROSS COMMEM.
Malta G.C, recently issued a set of stamps to com-
memorate the award of the George Cross. « n of
these stamps is indud* .! in the Bumper Q.E.I I Packet
which will be given absolutely free of charge to
applicants for my New 6d, in 1 Discount Approvals.
this stamp was only on sale for one week! Please
enclose 3d. stamps for return postage

M. THEOBALD (MMtOO
4 SIPSON ROAD, WEST DRAYTON, MIDDLESEX

Posta Business
NO CALLERS)

BARGAIN

FOR

STAMP

ALL DIFFERENT
i^VJ*

Plus SPACE SHEETand
MIDGET ENCYCLOPEDIA

fc-

r _7**r

CHINA Canton
it

GIANT COLLECTION INCLUDES: GERMANY and
HO. Sputniks* First 2 "Space Stamps*

1

.

HUNGARY—Revolution set of 5, MONACO
Grace Kelly Wedding RED

set Of 5. SPAIN—"Help Hungary
stamp, OLD GERMAN—se-tenanc; 2
stomps in genuine joined pair! LENIN-
Death stamp PERU -Marian Yr.
Airman. INDIAN STATES Hyderabad,

Kelly
imperfs. cpL
surprise

dr/ferem
STALIN
LATVIA
Travancore.
from all

Dozens of other fascinating stamps
over the world. Grand total 120 all

different stamps,

"SPACE SHEET1

for mail to the Moon, Sun, Stars and
Planets. An original souvenir {not stamps), A
smasher for your album that not 1 collector in

10.000 will have

MIDGET ENCYCLOPEDIA OF STAHPS, Dictionary
and Identifier, Tells you everything you want to
know to enjoy the hobby. Definitions of terms
used by collector. Identifies thousands of foreign
stamps.

EVERYTHING FOR JUST I/- (REGULAR VALUE 4/3)
TO INTRODUCE OUR BARGAIN APPROVALS.

V

T. 1
-

,'.

7-;

SEND 1/- TODAY,
ASK FOR LOT MCJ1-

l J
Money back if not delighted.

BROADWAY APPROVALS
486 OLD KENT ROAD, LONDON S.LI

PICTORIAL STAMPS50
This packet of stamps is given absolutely FREE to
all genuine applicants for my superior iked British
Colonial Approvals enclosing 4|d. in stamps for postage.

Overseas Applications Invited,

L. ARCHER (M)
2 LITCHFIELD WAY, BR0XB0URNE, HERTS.

ding ILLUSTRATED m
REQUEST QUALITY APPROVALS

or PRICE 1/3 WITHOUT
APPROVALS

APPLICANTS must send 3d, for Postage (Abroad J /-
extra for RegfU. Monthly selections a speciality.
Adult collectors cater- < I for. If von wish %'ou mav join
"THE CODE STAMP CLUB", Sub. 1 - Approvals sent
monthly. (Postal Sec. Est. 1897).

WRIGHT'S STAMP 8H0P,
CANTERBURY LTD M13), Canterbury, Kent

\\7nn rcphine to Advertisers, stamps for reply should be enclosed if requested
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Stamp Collectors
/

By F. E, Metcalfe

CARE AND INTEREST CO TOGETHER
Anyone who has seen an average old tune collection

knows how careless by modem "standards collectors

about the condition of the stamps they
didn't mind much if design! of

used heto
gathered.
imperforate stamps had been cut into, or even if stamps

were torn, or cancel la-

untisso heavy that they
almost obliterated the

de s i ^ ns. Today even
young collectors will

only buy stamps that

are. in good condition.

But I ara afraid that in

some quarters this care

for condition is only
skin deep, as it were.

To explain what I mean
I recount an incident

that I witnessed
recently,

I was sitting in a
stamp dealer's shop,
when in came a youth of

about seventeen.
Opening an attache
case he took out an
album, and handed it to

the shopkeeper,
remarking that he
wished to sell his

stamp collection* A
he quiteover the pages,

When he had gone through the bnok
th dealer started to turn
visibly winced
he handed it back to the owner, with the remark that

he was afraid that he was not interested*

This seemed to annoy the would-be seller, who
answered that he had bought most of the stamps in

the shop, and all he Wanted was a fair price. In the

end the dealer reluctantly said that it was the state of

the stamps that made the collection of no use to him.

There was more cross talk, in which the collector

insisted that he didn't expect much, and the dealer

still refused to offer a price' at all.

The collector went out in anything but a happy
mood, I then suggested to the dealer that perhaps
it would have been
better to have offered

something. But the
latter said that the
stamps were now so
dirty and badly mounted
that he could not have
offered much more than
a tenth of the cost, and
this would have annoyed
the youngster more than
making no offer at all,

for he would feci that he
had been overcharged
when he bought*
Now I don't know if

the dealer had adopted
the right attitude or not,

but that is beside the

point. What matters is

that not infrequently I

see collections, and not
just those made by

juveniles, in which the stamps when first purchased
had clearlv been quite all right, for care had apparently
been taken to buy m good condition, but little or no
care had been taken to keep them that way*

I suppose we are all prone to come in from gardening,

or some other occupation, and get out one of our
albums before those
hands of ours have been
thoroughly washed, 1

at least find this

washing quite an effort

sometimes, but when I

consider how unsightly

a grubby page looks,

not to mention a grubby
stamp, 1 do manage to

drag myself along to

the bath room. Even
so, unless the greatest

care is taken not to
linger a stamp at all,

but always to use a
pair of tweezers, in no
time the bloom
disappears—and
don't forget, by modern
standards a stamp is

no longer to be regarded as mint.

Then there is the verv important question of

mounting stamps. We are not quite so particular here

at home about this point as they ire abroad, where a
Stamp on which the removal of the stamp hinge has
left its mark is not considered quite mint. Yet mure
and more collectors are refusing to buy stamps of this

So take the gr- ites* pains to obtain the finest

peelabh mounts you can find and to affix the mount
just as light Iv as is necessary to prevent the stamp
coming loose after mounting*

It is funny to see the
change that has taken
place' in this respect since
the early days of

collecting. Initially
stamps were merely
pasted in books, and
quite often even glue
was used. Then it was
quite a step forward to

use mounts made of

stamp edging* This was
all right, where the
stamps were used, but
it was fatal with mint,
for without drastic
treatment those pieces

of paper could not be
removed. The usual
method was to
as much as one could ami
then stick on another

mi

mou ut

Horrible!
good*
E veti

on
Quite a bulge

developed in the end.
The best stamp mounts today are pretty

Applied lightly they are more or less pcelable*

so they leave a mark on the gum and fiuuicky modern
collectors resent even that. So it shows how careful

one must be to preserve the value of one's mint stamps
and the care necessary in mounting them.

There is another danger that alt too many collectors

ignore until it is too late to avoid the damage which is

caused. I refer to the practice of keeping an album
with mint stamps Iving flat, when not being used, At
this time of the year, when many of us put our stamps
away for the summer, we may stick our collection in

a drawer and there it will lie for a few months. It may
have other books on top, but its own weight is sufficient

to press stamps so closely to the page that they will be

difficult to remove if this is ever necessary.

Just watch a dealer when he picks up a collection to

examine it with a view to purchase. He slips his

tweezers under the stamp and gently raises it. He will

do that repeatedly, if be can. If he cannot, you have
had it, unless you are [Continued on page 256)
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4. PICTURE CARDS *

We offer complete sets in dean condition.
5n Plan.-. 2 9
45 Birds 2/i
50 Ships
50 Cars

2 9

2 9

50 Trains 2 9
50 'Space* 2 9

50 Fishes 2 9
50 Cricket 2 9

:>n Animals 2 9
5w Footballers 2/S

Any 4 for 10 A
100 different cards 3/- post free

ALBUMS to hold 200 cards 2 6 post free

Send 6d. for CATALOGUE of 1,500 different scries

FREE MATCHBOX LABEL
This scarce SIAMESE label

to all those

sending 3d, and requesting

our MATCHBOX LABEL
APPROVALS

E.H.W. Ltd. (Dept. M)
12 SICILIAN AVENUE, LONDON W.C.I

+ ' i i
*

NEW FLOWER AND
ANIMAL PACKET

Another tine group of new and recent issues

showing Flowers or Animals including Tatra
Park set plus stamps from Sp* Guinea, Sp»

Sahara, Ifni, St Pierre, Italian Somaliland,
etc,, etc. Offered quite five to introduce our
service to new collectors. Just send 3d. for

postage. Write to-day to:

—

CAPTAIN M. CAMPBELL & CO. Dept M.M.),

- 58 High Street, Watford. Herts.

GIANT CRETE iRpr. FREE to

to everyone ordering one of these

This grand complete used set of three values! usual

price 2/7d, and seldom seen these days, commemorating
the Coronation of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth,

will be sent absolutely FREE to all who ask to SEE our

PACKETS famous new Special Approvals—-no need to buy anything.

10 diff. 50 ditt. 100 diff.

Sudan t/i Australia .

.

1/9 Denmark ..23
Zanzibar */- Belgian Col. 8/6 Finland * . 3/3

25 ditt. Brazi I 1/6 Germany ., 16
Bosnia 31 Egypt

India
2/6 Norway ..3 8

Bolivia . ( 2 6 1 Portugal . , 36
Iraq 1/« Peru 3 - Russia .. 5/-

(3d. stamp towards postage appreciated).

UNIVERSAL STAMP CO. (Dept MM.30)
48 Aire Street, GOOLE, Yorks *

Please tdl vour patents.

Postage 3d, extra. C.W.O. LIST F

R

I*. I-

Battstamps (C), 16 Kidderminster Rd., Croydo n, Surrey

SPECIAL. To all approval applicants this month
FREE* KG VI VICTORY SET MINT. 3d. Postage

A. CUNNINGHAM i.Dtpt. MM), 36 Doonfoot Road, Ayr

Different FREE!
Request JcL upwards discount Aiwvals. British
Colonials or Foreign. Wants lists welcomed,

-write todavDon't delay

GHANA STAMPS
FR

including fine 3d. Queen Elizabeth

ALL pictorials. Send 3d. stamp for approvals

priced from jd, each

G. C. Anson,
84 Shirley Way, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey

TRIANGLE PACKET 28 FREE K .Vg

f

e

i1 he

r

TRIANGLE Liberia Bird. MONACO Set 2 Transport
Triangles, Giro and Pigeons, plus 25 other stamps fre**

Send 3d. post, and request approvals R OS E B E R Y STAM P
SERVICE (DeptBl), 37 Rosebery Rd., Epsom, Surrey

enclosing 3d
postage.

BUSH (MM)

stamp for

Ncwlyn Way, Parkstone, Poole, DORSET

FREE—STAMPS CATALOGUED 5/-

to applicants for id, approvals.

COX, 17 STONELEIGH PARK ROAD, EWELl

British Empire Stamps on Paper—grand value 1 lb. 27/6,
k lb. 14 6, 4 o2. 7 9. Work! -wide on Paper—ruanv coun-
tries, 1 lb. 22 6, l lb, 12/-, 4 oz, 6 6, Gt. Britain, worth
sorting for finds, 1 lb. 7/-, $ lb. 4 3 Post Ex. Abrd. 1/- tb.

A. DAVIES, M 4, 3 Manor Road, Wroxall. I.O.W.

110 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE!
Foreign and Colonial including Pictorials, absohm Iv free
to applicants requesting my famous discount approvals,

enclosing 3d. for postage.
H^BANKS, 62 AVONLEA ROAD, SALE, CHESHIR E

LLECTORS SHOULD SEND A
FOR FIRST-CLASS APPROVAL
STATING CHIEF INTERESTS.
H. B. LANG
-MAUCHUN

SERIOUS
POSTCARD
SELECTION

BURNBANK AYRSHIRE

I

Priced 3/3S.AFRICA I9I3KGV £d.
An exceptional offer to all approval applicants enclosing
postage to receive this Set of 7 Ancient Stamps
ABSOLUTELY FREE. YULWONTMOR STAMPS

(Dept. Mi, 29 Layton Avenue, Mansfield, Notts,

BRITISH • olonial, Foreign Spacefilled, 15 a id.
Pictorials, Ctmuuemoratives, Colonials,

id., id., Id, Postcard secures hundreds approvals!
PILGRIM

Priory View Road, Moordown, Bournemouth

PICTORIAL PARCEL
...«..» _- - witk Approvals 3d. stamp please.
ALLCOCK, 74 Tynyparc Rd., Rhiwbina, CARDIFF

GHANA, NORTHERN^ A LI L W TPT RHODESIA, SOUTHERN
RHODESIA, NYASALAND Obsolete Queens Free ac-
companying 40% Discount Colonial approvals. 3d. stp.

FLETCHER Q61 , Woodlands, Church Rd., Bristol 9
m.

For other stamp Advertisement* see aha pastes 252 and xxii

i
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Stamp "P

REBELS

On 27th December of last year the United States

issued a stamp that had a definite British connection,

and an attractive- item it is too. The stamp was

as commemorating the "Flushing

and the issue of such a fine stamp
as those the stamp itself

described
Remonstrance,"
honours t lie U.S. A, as m

honours.
Going back to 27th

Decern r, 1657, about
thirty people, mostly
English, met in the

house of one Michael,

in Flushing (in the

U.S.A., not Holland) to

local

A
againstprotest

r- ligious oppression,
remonstrance was
framed to send to

Governor Stuyvesant,
whose harsh laws were

with
This

interfering
religious freedom.

to intois no place to go
the why and wherefore
of such things. Suffice

it to say that in the end
freedom was attained.
Today the U.S.A, prizes

that freedom, and
is saying so

philatelically by this excellent stamp.

SHIP AHOY
A ROinK concern, be it a country or a business,

needs good publicity. Just think of things we could
publicise by saying it with stamps. And that is I

what Israel is doing, and doing it well, fur this tight

little country is producing such beautiful stamps,
dedicated to all kinds of worthy objects, that

collectors cannot resist them*
Perhaps the most popular set that Israel has

issued to date was the one released in January,
|

dedicated to its merchant fleet, of which it is very
proud. It consisted of four stamps, each illustrating

a ship. That on the I Dp value is an ancient one; the

20p shows one used for "illegal immigration before the
proclamation of the State," as they themselves have
put it; on the 30p, a cargo ship is seen; and on the

IDUOp is a fine passenger ship Zton of Ziin Fleet.

A full set perhaps costs a bit more than some want
to pay— it is sold at around six shillings—but a set of

three can be bought for as many pence, and no wonder
short s* is have sold by the thousand*

POSTMARKS
Of all the sidelines of stamp collecting to which 1 fen tain range*

have referred from time
the one that seems

The slogan illustratrd is an interesting one.

Zimbabwe, in Southern Rhodesia, is the site of extensive
rums that have provided a riddle for historians and
arch&ologists» By some they have been associated

with the Queen of Sheba, and others have thought
them of great antiquity. Now it is believed that they
have no particularly romantic origin and that

are only
from 4<H)

to 9(H>
years old.

OIL

Long
before weever
thought
much
about oil,

we had
acquired
interests
in the
Persian
Gulf. In those days they wen- mostlv used as bases
from which our navy operated in the suppression of

the slave traffic. Later territories like Bahrain,
Kuwait, etc

r
issued British stamps overprinted with

the name of their country, That suited them all right,

until oil was found, which gave them a new status and
importance, and now they are demanding that they
shall have their own stamps.

For some time Bahrain has had three values, which
are used in their own territory—they have no validity

outside because Bahrain is not a member of the Postal
Union—and now Kuwait has followed suit. They
issued three "locals

1 * on 1st February, and a pictorial

set is being printed for them as these lines are bein
written. It is no longer possible to buy the overprint t

1

stamps from G.P.O, London, as
was the case up to 1st February'.

Oil is doing its work all right.

in more than the lubrication

. 1 1 would be a good idea to

one's Persian Gulf blanks
now.

TIP OF THE MONTH
I have mentioned that Bahrain

and Kuwait are out fr their own
stamps, and it will not be long
before they get them* Now it is

not so long since the watermark
on our own British stamps was
changed

p
and of course that of the

stamps overprinted for these two
Persian Gulf territories was changed also. These
overprints do not look like having a long life, so why
not buy a set of each, while they are available at current
pricee?

The sets go up to 10 rupees, but these will cost a bit

too much for many of us, so just aim at sets up to

1 rupee. They won't play too much havoc with the
average pocket money, and the stamps should pay for

their keep all right. Overprinted stamps are nut
particularly popular, but these come into the Great

ro time,
to have
interest

provided the most
had to do with

slogan postmarks, I know
several who have starn d

collections of these, and
even those who come across
no foreign stamps, with
their slogan postmarks, can
find interesting items on our
own issues* Our Post Office

itself thinks they are of
sufficient importance to
advise the statu p press when
new ones are coming out.
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EXHIBITION IN BELFAST
Reader* in North ru Ireland will be interested to

learn that The Model Engineers, Ship Mode I and
Railway Societies of Northern Inland are holding a
three-dav Hobbies Exhibition, from "J9th to :i 1st Mav,
1958. in 'the Wellington Hall, Belfast, The Exhibition
will be open from ~. *M

] m. to 10 p.m. on the first day
and from lu am. to If) p.m. on the other two days,
Admission; Adults, I/-; Children, 6&, There will be
fine working model railways, displays of railway
equipment, ship models afloat and otherwise! aircraft,

and stationary engines* A new feature will be a

handicraft section far ladies.

TRACTION ENGINE RALLY
The Andover and District M del Engineering

Society is again holding a Traction Engine Rally at

Finklcy Manor Farm, Andover, Hants. This year it

will take place on Saturday, 10th May, and will open
there will beat VI noon. As before there will be an excel! • nt

gathering of steam traction engines and it is hoped,
veteran cars. The 7 J in. gauge, passenger carrying
m miattire railway will be there again, and in a large
marquee there will be a complete model fairground,
with roundabouts, tracks, lorries, engines, side-shows,
and all the varied items that go to make up a travelling
fun fair. All the * "rides" will be working models, and
fairground organ records will provide the characteristic
music of a fair.

The Rally Secretary, Mr. G+ Howell, of 5 The Crescent*
Andover, will be pleased to give further particulars to
readers who hope to be able to visit the Rally, and
who will write to him for them.

Road and Track—(Com inued from page 221)

its

th->

to traverse rough country at speeds approaching
50 m.p.hj Each wheel is sprung by a unit known as a

Flexitor, which is manufactured at the Spencer Moulton
factory, a member of th< Avon Rubber Group of

companies, at Bradford-on-Avon*
A Flexitor unit is superficially similar to a torsion

bar except that the unit—a hollow steel shaft bond* d
inside a rubber sleeve, the whole encased in a steel

shell— is not anchored like a torsion bar. The shaft,

to which is attached the 13 in. trailing anus and the
wheel assemblies, turns under load and (he r

absorbs the stresses, afterwards returning to
original position when the load is removed. Thus
suspension of the Gipsy is through the medium of the
torsion of the actual rubber and not of the shaft

The dynamic stiffness of rubber increases with the
rate of shock application and the Flexitor—-an all-

British invention— is designed to give the required
torsional flexibility, combined with the necessary
stiffness to resist axial, radial and tilting angles of load.
There is no need for any other form of linkage or support
to control the suspension movements of the wheels,
The average life of leaf springs on the M.I.R.A.

pave track is Son miles, whereas vehicles fitted with
Flexitor have trebled this fatigue life. We may we
see a much more general application of Flexitor on
private cars in the not too distant future.

Stamp Collectors' Corner -[Continued from page 253}

o take a low price. Alas, even if the greatest
of care is taken to keep one's albums upright/so that
there is little pressure, all too often stamps stick. As
a matter of fact, as soon as stamps are mounted they
often become stuck if we only knew it, for it is

exceedingly difficult

the mount*
not to use too much moisture on

So care, care, care!

collecting is absorbingly int

take the trouble to study our st

ting
and not

if we
just

stick them in a book without a second thought. As

a case in point, let us take the U.S.A. 3c* Whooping
Cranes stamp, America is a big country, one with wide
open spaces, with many interest in,u animals and birds*
But there is fear that the gigantic whooping cranes
may die out altogether, so a most beautiful
stamp has br-n Issued to warn the public about what
will happen unless they take the greatest care to
protect them.

Russian Bist satellite is another example. It was
only natural that this should have philatelic

repercussions, and seven countries did issue stamps
in connection with that notable success. One of these,
from East Germany, is illustrated on page 253.
Some of the countries in Europe—-France, Belgium,

etc—issued in 1956 stamps of the same design U«
denote their agreement. Last year they issued stamps
with the same ohjeet, but each country ch< <-' it* own

p
and it was really interesting to see how those

designs differed. That of Italy was the most original,
if not the most attractive.

September Model-Building Competition

[Continued from page 24S)

This splendid mode! is the work of Mr P. S. Williamson,
Town Clerk of Cowdenbeath, and it took him the
best part of three years, working only in the winter,

to complete. A glance at the illustration on page 245
is sufficient to reveal the immense amount ofrealistically
fashioned detail in the ship, and one of its features is

the motor-driven radar equipment. A study of the
il hist ration will show manv other attractive
constructional details, and the general proportions of

the model are excellent.
There are m-tiiy other fascinating models among

the remaining prize-winners that I want to mention,
and all being well I hope to include a further selection

in next month's issue of the Af.AT.

"ABC BRITISH BUS FLEETS

Mo. 3 South Central Area

(Ian Allan, 2/6)

This is a further addition to the popular series of

A BC booklets. It deals with British bus and trolleybus
fleets and covers various undertakings, both munic ij

and private, in the Central area of Southern Kngland,
The Isle of Wight and Channel Islands also are included-

In addition to lists of rolling stock, with fleet numbers
and body details, etc., the booklet includes a short

history of efteh undertaking h is wvll illustrated and,
like its companions, ts a useful guide for the Bus
enthusiast.

Copies of th booklet can be obtained from leading
booksellers and Railway bookstalls.

THIS MONTH*5 CONTENTS
Page
212

... 215

222

. . 228

Spott Jul: ;it I imlon Airport
by John W. it. Taylor

'Cockney Butterfly*1

by L. "Hugh Newman

The Superb Class Z Atlantics
by Norman McKillop

Will There Be a Channel Tunnel?
by Arthur Gaunt

Air News, 226. Club and Branch News, 247. Fireside
Fun, 258. From Our Readers, 257. Hornby Railway
Company pages, 248-25!. Junior Section pages.
231-239, Meccano Competition, 246, Among the
Model- builders, 240, Meccano Ocean Liner, 242,
September Model- Building Competition Results, 244.
Railway Notes, 218. Road and I rack, 220. Stamp
" "

, 253,255.
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From Our Readers
Contributions not exceeding 500 words in length

These should be
This page is reserved for articles from our readers,

are invited on mv uhiect of which the miter has special knowledge or experience.

written neatly on one site of the paper only, and should he accompanied if possible by original photo-

graphs far use as illustrations. Articles published will be paid for. Statements m articles submitted

are accepted as being sent in good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

The Old House

Standing rather self-consciously

in the midst of a sea of traffic in

Hereford's busy shopping centre

is a delightful timber-framed
building dating from 1621. It is

known as The Old House, and is

the only survivor of Butchers'
MP

Kow which icr with the

old town hall. formed the
commercial centre of the city in

Elizabethan and Stuart
The old town hall, a timber-

framed build ing of considerable
demolishedwas iningenuity,

IS62, but the Old House, now
T

standing on its own island at the

junction of High Town and St.

Peter's Street, has been
maintained as a museum piece.

The Old House, Hereford. Photograph by P. Don!an, Manchester 21

.

The timber- framed village is one o f the white houses still surviving, and nearby is

characteristics

countrvside.

of

Weoblev
Herefordshire Tie Ley, one of the most famous timber

ten miles

outside Hereford, is justly renowned for

its unusual number of mediaeval black and

framed houses in the country.

P. Donlan (Manchester 21).

The Devil's Chimney

The unusual rock formation shown in

the accompanying photograph is situated

on a slope of the Cotswold Hills near

Cheltenham, and is known bv the

i appearance, this rock was supposed

picturesque title of The Devil's Chimney.

In the past it was a local superstition that

the Devil lived inside the hill, and because

of

to be his chimney.
The reason advanced by geologists for this

strange formation is that in prehistoric

tunes the area was covered with glaciers,

and the chimney is a large fragment of hard

rock borne bv a glacier to this area of oolitic

limestone. During thousands of years, the

eroded away by thelimestone has
action of wind and rain, but the much

a ffectet 1

.

glacial fragment has less

The chimney is a rn

landmark, and is the subject of at least

one inn sign. The actual column is about

20 ft. high, but it appears much higher

because of the juttin spu r of rock that

The Devil's Chimney, a Cotswold feature near

Cheltenham. Photograph by E. W. Ilett. Maidenhead.

forms its base, and the steepness of the

hillside on which it stands.

E.W.I LETT aide
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4*
1 think they must be the tracks of a Great Dane, Charlie!"

P

res i Fun
Two Englishmen were discussing a mutual

acquaintance*
'•Have vou noticed," said one. "how lie drops his

H's?"
"That's nothing/ 1

replied the other, "compared to
the way he drops his vowels. I've got more than a
dozen of his I O.U.s lying with me."

• • * *

Jim: "That's a fine looking hat, where did you get
it?"

Tom: "I bought it ten years ago. Five vears ago 1

had it cleaned, three years ago 1 had it blocked, and
last night I exchanged it at a restaurant/*

«

• •

ake: "What made vou lose vour hair?"
os: "W nrrv.

ake: "What about?"
os: "Losing my hair."

• *

"Man overboard!" shouted the young sailor on his
first voyage.
Amid great confusion, the ship was stopped. The

ailor stepped up to the Captain, saluted, and said:
"Tm sorry, sir, I made a mistake when I said 'Man
overboard\"
"Thank God!" said the Captain, signalling for full

steam ahead.
"Yes/ 1 explained the sailor, "It's a lady "

* * * *

Motorist: "J just killed your hen. Would ten
shillings take care of it?"

Farmer; "Better make it a pound. I have a rooster
who was mighty fond of that hen and the shock might
kill him too."

* * + *

A Professor of Chemistry was giving a demonstration
of the properties of various acids.
"Now," he said, "I am going to drop this shilling

into this glass of acid. Will it dissolve?
1 '

"No, sir," replied one of the students.
"No?" said the demonstrator. "Then aps you

will explain to the class whv it won't dissolve."
"Because," replied the student, "if jt would dissolve,

you wouldn't drop it in,"

• * •

"This car will go 135 miles an hour," said the dealer.
"Yes, go on," said the buyer.
"And it will stop on a sixpence," said the dealer.

"Yes, go on," said the buyer, "what happens next?"
"Well/1

said the dealer, "a little putty knife comes
out and wipes you off the windshield;"

A lady tourist in South Africa was admiring an
alligator-tooth necklace.

"1 suppose they have much the same value to you
as a real pearl necklace?"
"Not quite," replied the native. "Anybody can

open an oyster/'

* • *

ti

A bank cashier had been stealing the bank's money.
We will not prosecute, we'll dismiss you," said the

manager*
"Why fire mc? H

asked the cash it r, "I've got
everything I want now—a nice home, fefrigrrator,
ear, the lot. Why take on a new man who has to start
from scratch?"

* * 4 4

BRAIN TEASERS
AN ANATOMY PUZZLE

The answers to each of the following clues is tht
name of par! of the body. Can you solve them?
L Sharp pointed objects,
2. An orchestra] instrument.
3, Also part of a garden rake.

Impudent back-chat.
This is also part of

a ship.

6, These follow the
wild brier flower.

4

5.

• 4 4 4

MAGIC ADDITION
Here is a fascinating

puzzle that will tease
you! Alongside is

simple addition sum,
the result of which, as
vou set- is 1,2-10, Now
the

a

*m is as
follows. See if you can
fold the paper so as to
reduce the items from
five to three and still

have a total of 1/240!

We must warn you
that this is a trick
puzzle, but it can be
done.

ANSWERS TO LAST MONTH'S PUZZLES
Birds and Beasts

There were 22 birds and 1 4 beasts.

• * • •

A Case of Oranges

The orange grower packed his oranges in 30 cases,
each of which contained 532 oranges.
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you
use

Screw
too m

With Rawlplugs you get a stronghold for every size of scre\s

HANDY
When you have a set of
Rawltools you can buy the

handy shilling boxes "*

plugs. Assorted sizes

Nos. 8, 10, 1 2 and 14 are packed
for easy storage and selection.

COMPLETE RAWLPLUG

nrv—brick

stone
drill ,<-

concrete,

stc. It is

hole with

the appropriate Raw
sert the Raw! pi

home the screw

nd driv

soon b

that you will

an enthusiastic

Rawlplug user d all your

fixtures will be safe. \

with the simple popular
fit which costs only 3s. Od.

when you become pro-

ficient the larger outfits are

available for your skill.

and

11'9

rue, stone of CAVtrr brick THE

FOR

WORKSHOP

|
™mma

\

Tli'l'ED DRILLS

Drilling holes for Raw lplugs becomes an easy, fast and

super efficient ooeration. Clean round holes without

noise in any masonry is a matter of seconds with a

handbrace or suitable* electric drill. You will get a

great thrill \\ hen you use these amazing drills. Be sure

you ask for DURIUM in e bright blue and orange

container. The name DURIUM is also stamped

on the drill shank. In all sizes from No. 6 to 30 and in
me

APPLIED LIKE PUnY DRIES
Can be cut,

planed, polished and panned
like wood. Will Lake nails and screws like

wood. It does not blister, crack or decay.

Rawlplug Plastic Wood is actually the best

quality product of its kind on the market.

Natural, Oak, Mahogany or Walnut Large

Tubes 1/-. Tins: i lb. 2/5., ilb. 3/9d., lib. 6/Bd.

a series for drilling right through walls.

No. 6—9/6. Nos. 8, 10 and 12—10/- each.

We recommend the Rawlplug RP.L Electric Drill with a load

speed of 450 r.p.m. which is the ideal for quick penetration with

safety for the Durium tip.

Note how the Durium rip

will make a hole fn cavity

brick without breaking the
InsMe wall. Tiles and glazed
bricks can be drilled with
complete safety.

NOW
Re-sharpening
doubles the life of

DURIUM DRILLS
With every Durium Drill you
will be given a Voucher which
will entitle you to have your
drill re-sharpened entirely free

ofehargewhcnitbecomesbluni

The indispensable
adhesive for instant

use on crockery, glass.

wood, metal, celluloid

and the thousand and
one things handled by the hobbies enthusiast

Tnstant drying, insulating, waterproof and
heatproof, Duroflx is grand for repairs to

electrical, sports and leather

I Handy Tubes 9dM Large Tubes 1/3d. t Commer-
rial Size 5/% i lb. tins 2/9., 1 lb. tins 10/Bd.

FOr DRILLING GLASS There is a

special Durium Glass Drill made m various
* sizes from \* to \* at prices from B/6d. to

10/ 3d, each*

All Rawlplug Products can he obtained from
Hardware Dealers* Ironmongers* Builders

Merchants, and Stores everywhere.

THf RAWLPLUC COMPANY UNITED, CROMWttl ROAD, LONDON, S.W.7
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erfid Games

You wi

game, spec

enjoy

ially

playing this new and
com ed and designed to

brilliant

rovide
a wealth of interest, pleasure and entertainment.

For to
20

players
including Purchase Tax

FROM ALL STATIONERS, STORES, ETC

JOHN
Made

WADDINGTON LTD
y
LEEDS

TELEPHONE 72244
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DON'T LET ACCIDENTS KEEP YOU OUT OF CAME
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Meccano Magazines

Before 1940.

1940-1944 .

1945 1949 .

1950-1952 .

1953-1957 .

1958

each

9d.

6d.

9d.

ft

If

ft

M

* • 1/3 „

Railway Magazines
1925-1939
1940-Date

ins Illustrated

1/6 „

Volume 1 (No. 3) Dec. 1955 1/6
.. 2/-1956 Date

•<

»»

Buses Illustrated

1953 Date * * *

RAILWAYS
RAILWAY WORLD
Model Railway News
Model Engineers

Model Railway Constructor
All issues to 1956

Railway Modellers
All issues to 1956
1957 issues

Cigarette Cards
100 Clean Mixed

issues

1956
each

All issues

to 1956
6d. each

* * 9d, each

1/6

V-
h

It

* « m m 2/6

Write or Call:

LENS of /

2/6 „

Please add a little for Postage

50 CARSHALTON ROAD
SUTTON, SURREY

'

Present this Year's

Out-O-Door velty

BOOKS:
A.B.< .sL.M.R., W.R..S.R., E.R
Top Link Locomotives .

,

Electiic Model Railways

- •§

r i

< ach 2 6
12 Gft

n 5

REVOCOPTOR ROTOR PLANE
This New NovHty

will provide hours of

fun in the park or on
the beach. I5J ins,

long with two rotors,

long line and line

holder.

British 1,-oco. or Train Postcards, assorted per A daft. 1/9

RAILWAY ACCESSORIES
Station Staff Sets

Seated Passengjars
Ex RA.F. 16 Switch Boxes
NVw GAV.R. Signals, Home or Distant
New G,W,R. Bracket Home Signal .

.

New GAV.R. Junction Signal, 2 arm
Cattle Docks, opening Gates
New S/Lirir Stone Tunnel Mouth
Square Water Tower

New "00", "TTM
or "0" Railway List

POSTAGE EXTRA
-^t

t>0

2/6
2 6
7 6
6/-

11 8

e/o
6 3

4 11

each

3/9
5 3

6d.

All goods delivered
FREE in our own
van an-a.

ONLY 8/n

TVLDESLEY & H0LBR00K (M.E.T.A.

109 DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER 3

WORLD WIDE
Post and Pkg, 1/6 RADIO RECEPTION

BIG
New, large cap repeating rifle with real

telescopic sight and metal barrel. Hard plastic
mould'-d butt. Overall length 36 in.

hi attractive irrying case.

Post and Pkg.
t 3H

OUtsuU &ur om: van arm.

GAMAGES HOLBORN LONDON EX.!

FOR THE AMATEUR RADIO ENTHUSIAST
TUNE IN WITH THE

MALVYN SINGLE VALVE SHORT WAVE
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

All-Dry Battery operated: Extremely low running costs:
Band Spread Tuning: Attractive Front Panel: Full

operating instructions included.
PRICE OF COMPLETE RECEIVER. 74/6 (Batteries and
Phones Extra) Post Free U.K. Money Back Guarantee,
Send S.A.E, to actual Manufacturers for Free Descriptive

Literature.

MALVYN ENGINEERING WORKS
Radio and Electronic Engineers

7 Currie Street* HERTFORDTcL: Hertford 2264
*
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A Rowing- Exerciser develops every

single muscle in your body, and at the same
time teaches you the art of correct breath-

ing. Using it only five minutes a day soon

gets you into tip-top training for games and

sports. It's a home gymnasium in itself.

Spring Grip Dumb Bells

2-7 Springs, f lb. to 3 lb.

797 14/5 to 27/- pair.

»

Complete with explanatory booklet and exer-

cise chart. No, 1404 Popular 1 model £8.19.3

Pocket

Wrist

Exerciser

Please me without obligation free illustrated

book, 'The Terry Spring Way to Health
1

.

Name

Hardened tempered steel:

leather ^rip*. No. 1150 3/- each

* - - - P1--HII - -— iillliafrl .*--.,. . - i-i

1

Add ress : 111-

HH>i- i-i-^IH*' .. . . • *-•
• ife*« *¥

Post today to : Herbert terry & sons ltd.,

REDDITCH, ENGLAND

From all good sports dealers

27
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SMALL SIGNAL CABIN
Just right for your 00 gauge Railway.

An easy to make Kit and absolutely
complete including coloured Building

Papers.

Price

FREE SAMPLES of 00 gauge Building Papers
with every Kit.

From all Model Shops or
direct (add 9d. postage) from

MODELCRAFT LTD.
77 Grosvenor Road, London S.W.1

rove your shootin

with

AIR RIFLE
Wide
Rifle

range
and Pistol

models prices

from 24/6 to

£9/7/-.

.«• *

SHOOTING
TIPS

1, Do not pome a gun
at anyone—not even if

it is unloaded. 2. Ensure
all is clear before firing,

3, Aim by the sights, hold
your breach and squeeze the

trigger, 4. Always use Milbro
Caledonian Waisced Slugs and
Air Rifle Targets.

Obtainable from gunsmiths.
sports dealers and ironmongers.

Ask to
Pistols,

direct to;

see our two Diana Air
If any difficulty, wrke

MILLARD BROTHERS LTD.
Makers of Milbro Products

Factory : Plana Works» Carfin, Lanarkshire

London Warehouse: 467 Caledonian Rd„ London N.7
Tdephone: NORth 2437

T.387

is to enrol for one of our

SIMPLIFIED POSTAL COURSES
Write now for FREE 20-PAGE PROSPECTUS

SHORTHAND (16 Easy Lessons)
TYPEWRITING

(New Whole Sentence Method)
BOOK-KEEPING (The Practical Approach)
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
LANGUAGES (Modern Methods)

Individual Preparation for the following;
GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION
CIVIL SERVICE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
TECHNICAL SUBJECTS: A complete range from
CIVIL ENGINEERING to WOODWORK DRAWING
Short Story Writing—Writing for Radio & TV

Also Simplified Postal Courses for children for
11 EXAMINATIONS

•Free Attainment Tests* "Courses based on
results of these. *Fullv Qualified Tutorise. * Fully
allocated by name to each child*

24-page Guide,

Mention the subjects in which you are interested
and age of child (if applicable) to

The Registrar

MERCER'S CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE
( Pept. M.I), 69 Wimpolc Street, London W.I

-,00" WAGON LOADS
Po not run empty wagons on your i-00" rai

afl the time. These new scale loads will add to the
realism of your freight trains. Obtainable from

your Model Shop.
L/1. T GIRDERS, 18 ft. 6 in. long. Finished red
oxide, grey or orange. 4 in a packet, If-, Post Ad.

LA OXYGEN CYLINDERS. Black with bright
caps, 1 2 to a packet, 2/-. Post 4d. L/3. ACETYLENE
CYLINDERS. Red oxide, bright caps. 12 in a

packet. 2/-. Post 4d. L/4. PRE-CAST CONCRETE
PIPE SECTIONS, 3 ft. dia„ 4 ft. long. Shouldered
ends to fit together, 4 in a packet, 2/-. Post 4d.

L/5. AIRCRAFT SALVAGE. Sections
spars, etc., as cut up by flame cutters.

packet, 2/6. Post 4d.

Do not forget a "DERMIC" Oiler, 5/6,
Price List of all our Productions, 6d

S.A B. PRODUCTIONS

of wings,
Assorted

Post 4d«

Portland Road, 5. Norwood, London S,E*25

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send 3d, stimp Tor

LATEST

PRICE LIST
Booklets;

BECK

EXPERIMENTS
12.

'FORMULA' 1/2.

'HOME CHEMISTRY'
new edition 2 10

|/W Frcr)

SCIENTIFIC DEPT. Gi, 60 HIGH ST.,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.16
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There's nothing more exciting

than developing your own films

making your own prints,

You can show your friends and

relatives your pictures and say

Idtd it all myself." It's so easy

a Johnson
Photography Outfit!

At prices from 3/6 upwards you

can get complete kits which will

photographic
into your own

Johnson
OUTFDT

Send s.a.e. for the free,

JOHNSONS OF HENDON

Way, N.W.4.

SOUTHGATE LINES
Five porters, etc. *, # .

Five standing passengers

Five sitting passengers

20 fences and gates

6 oil drums

12 suitcases

Platform trolley

*

* >

• • * -

PECO OO
WONDERFUL
WAGONS

LOW PLANK

6 water barrets

Platform set (3 pieces)

Detailed water tower

Detailed platelayers* hut

6 Beat i but bs 12/16 volts

6 holders for above **

Screws for Dublo track

Scenic background

Fir tree kits

Alder tree

f m

•

* #

i *

3/11

FREE- 00
Price List

Building Plan Book and Model Railway
all who send 6d, for postage, etc.

HOBBYSHOP

IN COMPANY COLOURS

Finished in B.R. and Pre-

Nationalisation LMS,
LNER, GWR and SR
colours. Absolutely com-
plete kits with working
axlebox springs, sprung
buffers, spoked nylon wheels*

full brakegear, full plank and
colour detail and the famous
Peco-Simplex Auto-Coupler.
For all U0 gauge systems.

(Post 6d.)

to

SOUTHGATE
NO W! 29 varieties of Peco Wagons

See catalogue for full lint 1/9 (6d . past)

I

Railway Supermarket

5 Broadway, London N.14

- . t m

Pal 42S8 Nr* Tube Stn

PRITCHARD

PECOWAY, STATION

PRODUCT CO. ITO
1 SEATON DEVON i
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OND r

MODEL RAILWAY
m <t

it

Brass Solid Buffers

Wagon lypo
Coach type

Wagon Wheels
Disc type
Spok'cl typi-

Coach Wheels
Disc type

Coach Bogies

Wagon Axleguards

3 Link Couplings

Wagon Bogies

Loco Brass Funnels

Loco Brass Domes
Loco Pop Safety Valves

Loco Brass Buffers
Round head
Oval head

Loco Tender Springs

Brake Pipes

Handrail Knobs

* • each

»t i *»

f i

2 wheels on axle

ip

2 whpcls on axle

2 bogfos

** set 4

pair

2 bogies

. . each

61/6

1 4

1 2

pair

• * - +

* *

m *

each fid. 8d.

•• Gd. 10d.

each fid. lid.

pair

* doz.

All Prices Plus Packing arid Postage.

oiuJ's Tool, ('it*r, Strain Fittings aiul

Material Catalogue Price 1/9

BOND'S f ROAD LTD.
357 EUSTON ROAD, LONDON N.W.I

1887 •Phone: EUSton 5441-2

Convert your chemistry set

to a student's laboratory by

y s »

Supplies of spare apparatus
and chemicals are now
available*

Also Lett's Stone Puzzle

with book of 105

problems*

Ask to see them at your dealer
or write to the manufacturers for
current price list, enclosing
2d. scamped
addrewed r

A SMALL SELECTION

FROM OUR LIST

......

envelope.
i v

p i

WATFORD HERTS

/v

;

PER TUBE

KEEP A TUBE IN THE HOME
Sole Manufacturers

McCAW, STEVENSON & ORR LTD., BELFAST

ACCURA TE

HARDHITTING
1&

AIR RIFLES * ACCESSORIES
Write for catalogue WEBLEY 4 SCOTT Ltd.

87 WEAMAN ST BIRMINGHAM 4, ENGLAND

Powerful
Amplifiers

Receivers
can now be
with

arid

made

TRANSISTORS
No Mains

Battery (4£ volts) wilt last weeks.
For Notes on Transitors send 8d*

below.

required. A sma
Read all about it.

stamps to address

READY BUILT AMPLIFIER 57/6
gives Loudspeaker results from Crystal Set—or we
supply all parts to make you own Receivers, etc.

We also specialise in the supply of Chemicals and
Apparatus for Home or Works Laboratory,

Write for Chemicals and Apparatus List 4d. stomps,
80 eft Lists Wd. stamps.

IY10RCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
(Depc. M)

8 and 10 GRANVILLE STREET. SHEFFIELD 2
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4 * *
V # • * * »

^^^^^^r ^^^1
9 I

* -1 * ft I «*
1

The Finnic Toyihofj In t*i* World

m m * *
m m-

.» i i * »

V* * * * *.

. *

Telescope, 4 in,

expanding to 8 in

Price 7/6
Post and Pack f /*

k * * # ft * ft

» « p ft

m -i - * »
1 ft * I

- m «

• # V V

if ft- * I
i m #«

w v * ft *
fl « 4 #

r f

* «jk» iMtini *
I I | # 4 ft ft V

I ft

'

§ _

a* IP"

V ft ft ft « f * * * *

I ft * •

«-

* i *

.* ft i

Diecast Models of
Yester Year
Approx, 3 in.

Tram, Traction
Engine, Open
Double Decker
Bus

Our only address.
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The FLUXITE to Easy Soldering

No* 3 HEATING THE BIT
A clean flame is best such as that of i gas ring, and
care must be taken not to let the bit get red hot. When
the flame turns green the bit is at the right temperature.

FLUXITE is the household word for a flux
that is famous throughout the world for its
absolute reliability. In factory, workshop and
in the home FLUXITE has become indispensabl
It has no equal. It has been the choice of
Government works, leading manufacturers,
engineers and mechanics for over 40 years*

STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS
[See also pages 252 and 254)

24 SOUTH AFRICA
ALL DIFFERENT

TO ALL WHO REQUEST MY APPROVALS enclosing
3d, stamp. Price 1 /- without approvals. Postal only.

M. E. ATKINS
54 Poynings Avenue, SO UTHEND-ON-SEA

~

BRITAIN
Collection Q V. from 1854, Edward VII. George V with
Surcharges, Edward VIII, George VI to date, with HIGH
VALUES to 5/- approx, face value 30/-. Sale Price 4/-.
HILLIER. 35a Northdown Avenue, MARGATE

All Different PACK ETS All Different

World .500 5'-; 1000 10/-; 2000 23 '-; 3000 40'-;
Brit Empire 200 3 6; 300 0/9; 500 14 9; 1000 44 -

50 E -•%[.>„.
. 5 8 »>•< i hin.i 2 4 5o i olombi.i 2 6

25 Cyprus. . 4/- 20 Triangles 2 4 100 Airmails 6/8
:—ABYSSINIA 1931, Airmails mint set of 3 (cat.

2/6) 9d.
RUSSIA 1956, Olvmpic Games, fine used set of 6 1/6

1957 Wildlife, fine used set of 6 1 /4

Postage 4,1. K.V.JOHNSON
76 Dale Road Wickers ley

& CO. Lists Free
ROTHERHAM

FREE
Fluxite Limited, Rcrmondsey St., London S.E.I

GM.53

Scamps of the Space Age—Sputniks. Meteor-
ite. Stratosphere, etc. Limited supply only

ask for approvals. APEX STAMPS fbept. F),

29 Rock Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire.

Hear All Continents
WITH H.A.C. SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS

Noted for over 18 wars for m . .

S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

Improved design with Denco coils:

One-Valve Kit, Model "C"
Two-Valve Kit, Model "E"

+ * * **«-»*# Price 25 -

Price 50 '-

kits complete with all main components and
full instructions. (Valves extra if required, 8/-
eachl. Before ordering call and inspect a demon-
stration receiver, or send stamped, addressed

envelope for descriptive catalogue.

"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept M.M.), 11 Old Bond Street, London W.I.

GREAT BRITAIN * S^-ft'*
and 5/- red. given free to all sending fed,

postage for Discount Approvals.
S. REY (25), tO Walsh Avenue, BRISTOL 4

CD C C 50 STAMPS and Id- RED C D C C» ™ ™ Send 3d. stamp to Im C C
A. S- ABEL (34)'L0VEDEAN. PORTSM OUTH, HANTS .

Hall (est. 1894} can
you successfully by

post for all G.C.E, examina-
tions; Lond. Umv, Degrees
arid many other exams.
Moderate fees, instalments.

since
from

29M0
1930. Prospectus
C. D Parker, MJL, LLDM

Dept. GKS,
W0LSEY HALL. OXFORD

IN RS

PRICE
9/6

(post free)

In this useful binder, illustrated above, twelve copies of the Magazine are held in position by specially designed
wires on stout and well-secured leather thongs. The cover is in maroon, with "MECCANO MAGAZINE* 1

in gilt* Single copies can be inserted as received*

For your binders, write to "Meccano Magazine" Btnns Road. Liverpool 13, enclosing postal order.
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c0- ^ieJaauant
Le Mans 1953 was a critical race for British

Jaguars. They had had tuck the year before
iwhen Mercedes swept to victory, could the>

now make a conic-back? The answer was
not long in doubt. Although the field of
60 was headed in the early laps by Ascari
in a Ferrari, Roll in a Jaguar would not be

, and by the fourth lap he had gone
into a lead which, with his co-driver

Hamilton, he held until the finish. Stirling

Moss driving another Jaguar had mechani-
cal trouble early in the race and this threw
him back to 25th place, but he steadily

worked his way through the field to

and hold second place. For the first lime
ever seven finishing cars averaged over 100
miles per hour with the Roll-Hamilton
Jaguar averaging 105.84 miles per hour!

was the reason for this spectacular

success by Jaguars and their record smash
ing speed? One answer lay in the new
Dun lop disc brakes. These gave drivers a

* m * m l

new and amazing on corners, The
Jaguar drivers were able to approach bends
at 150 miles per hour and yet brake 200
yards later than their competitors, which
meant a gain of up to three vital seconds

a lap.

TYRES
7H'I 13

abc Books
for your May reading

NEW AIRCRAFT BOOKS
abc ROYAL AIR FORCE .. 2/6

abc FLEET AIR ARM.,
abc LONDON AIRPORT
abc RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT

* P

* * 2/6

2/6

abc CIVIL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS.. 2/6

abc CIVIL AIRCRAFT RECOGNI-
2/6TION - « *

NEW SHIPPING BOOKS
abc BRITISH TUGS ..

abc OCEAN TANKERS
abc OCEAN FREIGHTERS .

.

abc COASTAL CARGO SHIPS

- *

4 4

abc COASTAL PASSENGER SHIPS.

abc OCEAN LINERS..

abc BRITISH TRAWLERS
* •

2/6

2/6

2/6

2/6

2/6

2/6

* . • *

abc BRITISH WARSHIPS • * 2/6

NEW BUS BOOKS
abc LONDON TRANSPORT BUSES 2/6

abc BRITISH BUS FLEETS

.. 2/6

.. 2/6

.. 2/6

South-eastern area1-
2—Yorkshire municipal
3—South centra

LLUSTRATED
The finest illustrated bus jou

with up-to-date news and views*

i

/
monthly

BRITISH RAILWAYS PRE-GROUPING
ATLAS AND GAZETTEER

Complete set of pre-grouping maps in

colour, with index.

Bound varnished cover. 21/-

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
A new railway history by O. S. Nock. 30/-

Phase add sufficient for return postage

LOCOMOTIVE PUBLICATIONS
33 Knolly's Road,

STREATHAM, S.W.16
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READERS SALES AND WANTS
SALES

*>

Trix Twin Locos, Coaches, wagons, Track.
Train Photos. S.A E. for lists.—Arnold, 82 Main Road,
Holmesfield, Sheffield.

Tri-ang Stuck for sale. Details S.A.E.—Read,
Ipswich Road, Yaxley, Eve, Sufi-ilk.

H.M»s" 1948-1952, with thr^e Spring-Back Binders.

Mostly in good condition. Offers to—Page, 47
Mincliendi n Crescent, London X.14.
Hornby Gauge Clockwork Riviera •'Blue" 4-4-2

N'ord I oco, Tender, International Wagons Lits Dining
and Sleeping Car*, Rolling Stock, large Layout,
unused Control System with fi- Lever Unit, two Signals

accept (3 15s- Od, Also Gaugi* n Electric 4-4-2 Tank
Rolling Stock, T20A Transform, r, Hand Signal,

other Accessories—£3 IDs. Od.—Fuller, Park Croft,

Wickham, Hants*
Pre*war Dinky Toys for collectors, most types, all

letters answered, — L. Bolton* 14 Findon Road,
Shepherds Bush, London W ,i 2. SHE 1885.

2,500 Stamps Cat, £30, mounted in strong Album.
£5 o*n.o.—Reed, 95 Hawthorne Avenue, Eastcote,

Middlesex,
Two valve H.A.C* Kit, complete with Amplifier.

Phones, Valves, S.W. Aerial, new, £5o,n.o.—W* Brown,
9 Briarwood Road, ( lapharn London S.W#4-

"M.M.s" September 1946 to April 1955 inclusive

[<\ missing), «offers pi case to—A, Clarke, 39 Curxon Road,
one, Kent,

15,.: hi •. i rau >,- \\ UU volt Railway, twe Uw --. four

Pullmans, 8 Wagons, 24 ft. Track (approx.) two pairs

Points, Transformer and (
> unrulier, Overload Trip,

S»A.E.— Redmonds. 24 Meadowlands, Holland Road,
QxttiL

< iffen, , -GibtK*ns Empire Catalogues" 1956 and 1958,

good condition.—T. Ward, Duddon Mount, Kirkbv in

Furness, Lancashire.
Iri-ang R-nlway items—S.A.E, aeiai

64 William Street, Long Eaton, Nottingham.
ML Denny,

HORNBY LOCOMOTIVE
PART EXCHANGE COUPON

Complete this coupon, and hand it, with your old clock-

work locomotive, to your Meccano dealer, who wi

deduct the appropriate amount, as shown below, from
the cost of anew Hornby-Dublo Locomotive or Train Sec.

Old Loco

MO or No. 20

Ml or No. 30

Nos, 101 or 40 Tank

No. 501 or No. 50/51

Indicated by cross

Allowance which type exchanged

3/~

5/-

7/6

. . . «&•«•

- * - « * •* WW

Type of Hornby-Dublo Locomotive or Trtin Set

purchased in exchange

Purchaser's signature

..........

nQO *C55 . .i r itinfi*iifM*MMM*->*-<H m* + *****•**» mm m

. . m t-*f r« - • - ....*........ ********.««**«•#»*

DEALER'S CERTIFICATE

The above exchange has been effected in accordance

the terms of the Hornby Part-Exchange Scheme.

Signed *

Meccano Dealer

Nam

A'ddress

»*+**»«-** i * li « i *i **««*«* + t * * 1 m

Date.

Rasistittd ai the G.P.O,, London.^ for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICES:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telctgrams: *' Meccano, Liverpool/ 1

Readers* Sales and Wants. Private advrrti meats
i.e. not trade) are charged 2d. per word, minimum
2/-. Cash with order. Readers 1

advertisements are
published as soon as possible; inclusion in the first

issue after receiving them cannot be guaranteed*
Advertisements of goods currently manufactured by

Meccano Ltd, cannot be accepted,

Collection of about 1,000 Stamps, some rare, £5.

—

Piter Macintyre, 7^ Dalriach Road, Oban, Argyll.
,A M.M.s" 1951- J tf57, 30/- or 5/- year.—Torn tt,

315 Hythe Road, Ashford, Kent.
Gauge Equipment—requires re-making. Part? of

Track equivalent to 40 ft. (some brass, some steel),

Parts for three Coach s
f
Miscellaneous Parts, mostly

for Signals. Offers-—01 d< rshavv, 1!0 Smith
Warwick.

WANTS
Back numbers Astounding Science Fiction, urgent.

Good prk• s. Details from— Leigh, Colon Hill Hospital,

Stafford.
Soccer Programmes, will buv or exchange,

Write—Arnold, 82 Main Road, Holmes field, Sheffield
Meccano Part No. 167 complete (167a, |67b and

L
:

A7c). Any Price— Pierre Huuvard, 31 Place Aristide

Briand, Valence (Drome), France.

£5 10s. paid for Geared Roller
192 teeth, in good condition.

Street
*

c.

Lg, Part
Oldroyd,

Edinburgh Road, Quinton, Birmingham 32.

&

167,
14

"National Geographic Magazine" 1950-1957. Name
Jeffery, 14 Copse Hill, Parley, Surrey.

Geared Roller Bearing complete with Pinion, Up
to 12 Toothed Segments, 24 Bell Cranks, four Sand
Rollers! two Reed Hooks, four Shut ties, four Flywherk.
h"» or more Dredger Buckets, one Digger Bucket, one
Cram* Grab. Any Other obsolete Meccano Parts. All

obsolete and pre-war Instructions Books, Leaflets, etc.

Meccano Steam Engine. Electric Parts. Anything and
everything manufactured by Meccano Ltd* Please

write first. Your prices paid. Cash with order.

—

\ J. Aberdeen, P*0. Box 201, Thomson's Falls, Kenya
Colony

PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION KITS
Our latest list includes kits by REVELL, MONO-
GRAM, LINDBERG, MERIT, VULCAN. KLEEWARE.
AURORA, AIRFIX. KEIL. LINCOLN. COMET.
Aircraft, cars, sports cars, ships, military models, etc.

Write Now for bur List, post fr

LATEST ARRIVALS
Monogram—U.S. Army Armoured Half Track Car
—18/ ; U.S. Army Amphibious Weasel—11/9;
"Snark" Air Force Guided Missile and Launcher

11/9; Grumman Albatros
and Packing—1/6 kit)

11/9; Catalrna Flyingboat
Flyingboat—18/-. (Post

Our BONUS CLUB will help you to save money on your
hobby kits!

CHARLES A. LUSTED LTD.
96a Calverley Road, Tunbridge Wells

Set Kits 15/8
With permanent
detectors. Loud

and clear reception. No batteries required. Ideal for

School or College. Lightweight Headphones 16/4.
All post free.

W. BUCKLE, 77 Horringer Rd., Bury St, Edmunds



The high reputation of Hornby-Dublo has been built on

realism and reliability. All items are full of accurate detail

and strong enough to withstand many years of hard work.

Hornby-Dublo locomotives are masterpieces of die-

casting, driven by powerful and efficient electric motors.

One of the finest models is the B.R. Standard 2-6-4

Tank Locomotive (illustrated here) with accuratel

reproduced valve gear and a wealth of external deta

This cutaway view of the 2 6 4 Tank Locomo /e

shows the ntat arrangement o\ the permanent magnet
motor ami the T.V, and radio suppressor.

MADE AND GUARANTEED
BY MECCANO LIMITED
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DINKY TOYS No. 183 FIAT 600 SALOON
Here's a small car with a famous name—the Fiat 600: She's the ideal runabout

for town and the model is ideal for your collection. Available in red or ^een

and fitted with non-scratch moulded one-piece wheels and tyres.

:?

M

Length 2: in U.K. Price: 2/4 (inc. Tax)
3

tfgtf ;

!-V

DINKY TOYS No. 173 NASH RAMBLER
American luxury that takes the roughest and the smoothest going in its

stride that's the Nash Rambler, a station wagon in up-to-date styling. See

the fine detail of this perfect model with "white waif treaded tyres, and

transparent windows and windscreen.

Length A in. U.K. Price: 3 6 (inc. Tax)

MECCANO LTD ,

irs M

BIN NS ROAD, LIVERPOOL
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